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Introduction

P
eople in business present varying strategies for changing

a company’s operations, anywhere from creating a new

way to processing intercompany memos to deciding on a

new marketing strategy. Almost all decisions in a business are

typically a result of someone presenting a strategy that is even-

tually adopted. People present strategies all the time and their

success within the company depends on their ability to have

these strategies accepted. For example, a company might

decide, based on a determination by top management, to

implement a strategy of lean manufacturing throughout all

departments in order to cut costs and eliminate as much out-

sourcing as possible. That would be a decision with major

impact on the organization because of the potential efficiency

gains, the amount of resources needed, and the management

time required to implement the strategy. But in fact, successful

implementation of that initial strategy requires probably hun-

dreds of smaller operational strategies. Some of those opera-

tional strategies need to address questions like these:

� How should purchasing ensure materials arrive just in time?

� How can each department be arranged to smooth

production?
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� What is the best plant software package to use?

� How should each production area be reorganized for lean

manufacturing?

There are often dozens of issues to address regarding how to

implement almost any decision in a company. How are those

decisions made? Someone presents a strategy that is eventually

accepted. My goal in writing this book is to help readers present

strategies that have a major impact on their organization, and to

guide them through the entire process of implementation.

I believe your ability to have your strategies turn into decisions

will position you as a leader or future leader in your organization.

The Book’s Format

Three Major Sections

The book starts with a section on making people comfortable,

delivering the strategy in a context that people relate to and

that doesn’t rock the boat too much. While you are excited

about your strategy, most people are going to receive your

message with skepticism. The perfect counter to that skepti-

cism is to make people relax and see you are delivering a strat-

egy they can live with. The second section covers how then to

deliver the message with power. In the end, all companies need

to constantly reinvent themselves to move forward in a rapidly

changing world, and they have to be concerned about chang-

ing to fit their new environment, growing their sales, and most

importantly making money. You can’t do that while feeling

comfortable. This section is what top management wants to

hear more than any other, and it is also the section that scares

x
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most employees. But most people will be able to accept your

strategy if you’ve done your job right making people comfort-

able.The third section deals with closing the deal, getting com-

mitments from people to accept your strategy.You may not get

a full commitment to start, but you want to at least maintain a

commitment that will keep your strategy alive. The last two

chapters of the book offer examples of strategy presentations

to help readers understand the entire presentation process.

External and Internal Strategies

Each chapter has two parts—external and internal strategies.

External strategies, which deal with markets, customers, and

vendors, typically have a positive impact on the entire organi-

zation, either on profitability or revenue, and call for a straight-

forward approach. Presenting an internal strategy must 

be done diplomatically as most, if not all, strategies adversely

impact someone in the organization or are opposed by 

others with competing strategies. As a result, internal strategies

often need to be presented in a way that doesn’t upset too

many people.

Many strategies have both external and internal compo-

nents, for example, cutting lead time by 50 percent is a strategy

that has external benefits—customers will appreciate quicker

delivery. But the implementation falls mostly on operations,

people in production, and production control. Whenever a

strategy’s implementation falls on operations people it should

be considered an internal strategy. The strategy can be consid-

ered external when the implementation is by top management

or sales and marketing or others who primarily work with

external contacts.
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Purpose of the Strategies

The internal and external parts of the chapter are then divided

into four sections that are based on four common purposes of

strategies:

� Solving a problem

� Improving performance

� Creating a strategic advantage

� Addressing new opportunities

I’ve found these four categories cover virtually every strat-

egy. Look at all the phrases for all four purposes before select-

ing one to be sure you pick the phrase that will sell best to your

audience.

Outlook of Person Evaluating the Presentation

Knowing which perfect phrase for all presentations depends

on your audience. Each type of person requires a different

approach in order to convince them to move forward. Four per-

fect phrases are presented for each strategy purpose, one for

each of these different types of people:

� Higher management

� Action-oriented

� Analytical

� Conservative or resistant to the strategy

Again, be sure to look at all examples before zeroing in on

the phrase you will use, especially when presenting to multiple

people who may have different outlooks.

xii
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Each chapter then offers 32 perfect phrases, 16 for external

strategies and 16 for internal strategies. As an example, the

first four phrases listed in the external section of the chapter

will be:

� Purpose: Solving a Problem/Audience: Higher

Management

� Purpose: Solving a Problem/Audience:

Action-Oriented

� Purpose: Solving a Problem/Audience: Analytical

� Purpose: Solving a Problem/Audience: Conservative 

or Resistant

Try to Emphasize External Strategies

Most people will present far fewer external business strate-

gies than they do internal strategies. But I’ve found trying to

focus on creating external strategies offers many benefits.

First, they are the strategies that produce what companies

value the most: higher revenues, profits, and market share.

Internal strategies are often focused more on costs. Second,

external strategies also provide the best opportunity for

recognition as presenters find it easier to hold onto owner-

ship of a strategy, especially if the strategy is presented on

paper or in a group setting. Internal business strategies are

frequently discussed by many players and often employees,

especially employees in middle management and down,

find their ownership of the strategy co-opted by more senior

management.

xiii
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Presenting to an Audience of People 
with Varied Outlooks

There may be times when you are presenting to people that

are members of all four groups: higher management, action-

oriented, analytical, and conservative. Or you will present to a

group with two or three types of people. I found that it works

best to try to include a statement for each type of person pres-

ent. It will stretch out your presentation, but my experience is

that people tend only to hear the message targeted at them,

and the presentation will go much more smoothly when they

feel it relates to their specific goals.

Adaptations

The perfect phrases in this book are examples of the type of

phrase you should be using on every point. You will need to

adapt these phrases to the actual strategies and situations you

are addressing. I’ve included sample strategy presentations in

the last two chapters of the book so you can see how these

adaptations will actually occur.

xiv
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Part One

Making Listeners Comfortable

People listen to most new strategies with skepticism unless you

are the top manager, and in many cases even if you are the top

manager. They are ready to chop down your ideas either

because they fear change, have their ideas to promote, or are

just comfortable with how the business is currently running.

There is no point starting out on the defensive with listeners

looking to find weaknesses in your strategy which they can

exploit. So instead, start out making every effort to assure the

listeners that your strategy will fit right in with the corporate

goals and organization and that you are providing a strategy

that they can accept and adopt, showing progress on their part

without changing their world too much. Your company or your

position in the company is going to decay, of course, if all your

strategies fit into “making people comfortable.” But taking the

strategy up a notch to where it can change the business comes

in Part Two, Delivering the Power. First, you must put your listen-

ers in a receptive mood.
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Chapter 1

Craft the Opening Statement

T
he job of the opening statement is to first catch the

attention of your audience and to encourage the listener

to be receptive to your strategy.The best way to produce

that result is to make a statement that reflects what the audi-

ence wants or needs to hear when it is presented with a new

strategy. You’ll get off to a fast start by crafting your opening

statement with phrases that address what the audience wants

to hear.

All of the phrases listed in this and in subsequent chapters

start with the word I. Be sure to use the word we instead if the

strategy is created by the team.

External Strategies

External strategies, which reflect on the operations of the com-

pany that impact outside organizations—typically a company’s

distribution network, investors, or customers—often have a

major impact on a company’s sales and bottom line.Most compa-

nies look for new external strategies all the time. But they are also
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cautious because a company can only create a major new exter-

nal strategy occasionally and management will be concerned

that if a new strategy doesn’t produce a positive impact it will

create a negative perception in the market. So you need to

expect people to listen, but also expect them to be careful.

Solving a Problem

Higher management wants to hear: Enhances the company

in the market.

I’ve created a strategy that will produce kudos for us in the

market while eliminating the (state what the problem is)

problem we are facing today.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Solution will be implemented

quickly.

I’ve come up with a solution to the (problem name) that

we can introduce within four weeks.

Analytical wants to hear: Benefit justifies the cost.

I believe we can address the (problem name) cost-

effectively. I’ve analyzed the costs and believe that we

have one strategy available that satisfies the customer

without hurting our bottom line.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Strategy is risk-free

and provides strong motivation to move ahead.

The (problem name) may escalate and cause us some

serious bottom-line damage. I’ve come up with one

solution that is low cost and risk-free that we can

implement without causing too much turmoil in the

organization.

4
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Improving Performance

Higher management wants to hear: More profit, higher

market share; and better customer service.

I’ve created a strategy that provides the total solution that

customers have told us they want that will position us as

the market’s preferred provider, which will generate

higher profits and market share.

Action-oriented wants to hear: A quick introduction to

generate momentum.

I believe I’ve discovered a strategy that will energize both

the sales force and the plant to the high levels we have

seen in periods where the company had peak performance.

Analytical wants to hear: Cost benefit analysis.

Over the last three weeks I’ve been analyzing a cost-

effective strategy that offers the customers and prospects

the increased performance they want.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear:You are avoiding a risk.

The company has been looking for a way to increase our

customers’ perception of our products’ performance.

I believe I have developed a strategy to do that with

minimum risk.

Creating a Strategic Advantage

Higher management wants to hear: Positioned to be a

market leader.

A corporate goal over the past year has been to create a

strategic market advantage. I have a strategy that creates

5
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an advantage that I believe will result in our being

perceived as the market leader.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Create momentum in the

marketplace.

I know many people are looking to reenergize the staff.

This new strategy should do just that as it gives the

company a strong competitive advantage that will be

quickly perceived both internally and externally.

Analytical wants to hear: Risks and rewards.

Bold strategies are exciting but they often come with

risks. I have a proposed strategy where I’ve been weighing

the risk-reward ratios and I find it creates a strategic

advantage with only minor risks.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Company needs to

avoid falling behind by standing still.

The company’s best days occurred when it had a strong

strategic advantage. Without that advantage our position

has slipped. I have a new proposal that not only will stop

our market slide, but put us back on top.

Addressing New Opportunities

Higher management wants to hear: Strengthen the brand;

increase market share.

Many in the company have recognized the new

opportunity (state the opportunity). I’ve developed a

strategy that can capitalize on this major upside

potential while strengthening our brand and increasing

our overall market share.

6
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Action-oriented wants to hear: Move quickly.

Our competitors must be seeing the new 

opportunity (state the opportunity) as well as we are.

I have a strategy in mind that will let us move

proactively into the market with a response before

anyone else.

Analytical wants to hear: Carefully thought out.

The new opportunity (state the opportunity) has

everyone considering new ideas. Rather than rush the

idea in front of people, I’ve spent the past few weeks

evaluating it to be sure we have an approach our

competitors can’t top.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Risk of inaction 

is high.

There are risks in addressing this new opportunity 

(state the opportunity) but failing to act could pull 

down our bottom line for several years. I have a 

proposed strategy that lets us act in a major way but

minimizes risk.

Internal Strategies

Presenting internal strategies is more difficult than presenting

external strategies. First, they typically aren’t as glamorous as

external strategies, and second, an internal strategy often

impacts many others in the organization who may not want to

make any changes. You need to use great care to present an

internal strategy without any gaps in your thought process or

the strategy is almost certain to be rejected.

7
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Solving a Problem

Higher management wants to hear: More profit, better

quality, and less required resources.

Company management has stated they want to cut our

overhead burden as a percent of revenue. I’ve done a

study and feel I have a strategy that will not just meet

your goal, but exceed it by 25 percent.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Solution implemented quickly.

We have faced the problem of (state what the problem is)

for over six months without any resolution. I’ve come up

with a solution that we can introduce within four weeks

and implement with a team of just three members.

Analytical wants to hear: Benefit justifies the problem 

of change.

The (state the problem) needs to be resolved. If we can 

do that we will be back on track to hit our budgeted

profitability, but we need to find a solution people can

buy into so they will be willing to change. I’ve been

talking about my proposed strategy to several groups and

they all feel it will meet our corporate cost goals.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Risk-free with strong

motivation to move ahead.

The problem of (state the problem) has caught

management’s attention and I have the sense they are

frustrated because nothing has been done to date. I have

a solution that I feel will show management we aren’t

dragging our heels and I feel we can implement with only

minor adjustments to what we are doing now.

8
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Improving Performance

Higher management wants to hear: More profit; better

image; increased market share.

My strategy will cut our lead time by 50 percent. That will

cut manufacturing costs as well as produce substantial

external benefits including increasing our market share

over competitor X.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Fast implementation;

increased morale.

This approach calls for just a few changes in our

production assignments and will expedite movement

through the plant, as well as cut scrap. The decreased

costs should motivate plant people as they will hit their

budgeted cost reduction targets sooner.

Analytical wants to hear: Cost benefit analysis.

Sales management believes a shorter lead time strategy

driven by the new production system will increase sales

20 percent. Maintaining lower inventory levels will also cut

our overhead burden 10 to 20 percent. Those benefits will

pay for the changes in four months.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: You are avoiding 

a risk.

We need to look at changing our production system to

cut lead time as our competition has been reducing their

lead time and we run the risk of losing sales. My proposed

strategy will keep us ahead of competition while cutting

our costs without disrupting our current manufacturing

processes.

9
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Creating a Strategic Advantage

Higher management wants to hear: Enhances the company

in the market.

The strategy I’m proposing will leapfrog the major

changes our competitors have made over the last two

years. We can guarantee we have the right product

specialist available for projects to ensure we complete

jobs on time.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Strategy can be

implemented in a short timeframe without major

problems.

I’ve developed a strategy that can quickly change our

technical service response team’s customer service ratings

and as a result give us a strategic advantage over every

competitor in the market.

Analytical wants to hear: Benefit justifies the cost.

Our current production utilizes over 95 percent unique

parts for each product line. I believe a strategy that will

standardize as many production parts as possible could

cut our cost. I did an analysis of two of our five major

selling products and feel that we can cut costs 18 percent.

We would have a nine-month payback period to cover our

reengineering costs.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Risk-free with strong

motivation to move ahead.

We haven’t changed our IT staffing or procedures for five

years despite many technological changes and constant

reorganizations at most other companies. Studies in the

10
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industry have shown one strategy (state the strategy’s

name) cuts costs and improves performance. If we make

the change I’m proposing the risks will be small as the

strategy has already been tested at dozens of other

companies.

Addressing New Opportunities

New internal opportunities revolve typically around the use of

new technology, implementing new practices and procedures

that have been developed by other organizations or another

part of the organization, restructuring, or implementing

processes or procedures requested by customers or prospects.

Higher management wants to hear: Enhances the

company’s progressive image; better profitability.

The company has worked hard to have the image as the

most progressive company in the field. We can enhance

that image and lower our warranty costs if we implement

some of the new quality procedures that have been

adopted by our major customers.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Taking advantage of the new

opportunity will build momentum and not drag down the

company with implementation delays.

The new strategy for streamlining new product

introductions that I’m proposing can result in increasing

momentum in the market. I believe we can have a smooth

implementation by having a three-person task force

prepare an action plan that will provide a smooth

transition.

11
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Analytical wants to hear: Benefit justifies the cost.

The reorganization I’m proposing will cut our costs and

reduce our outsourcing needs. The other side of the

question of risks and implementation costs: I’ve studied

the benefits and costs and feel this strategy will have a

very strong benefit to cost ratio.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The proposed

change is overdue; not moving will leave the organization

behind competitors.

The department hasn’t changed staffing levels for over

four years, despite technology changes. The department

may have just expanded work to keep the staff busy.

I have a proposed reorganization that will allow us to

ensure we are only doing the work required. This will help

the company address the pricing pressure we are facing.

12
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Chapter 2

Show Careful Consideration

Y
ou walk a fine line in making a strategy presentation. If

you don’t provide lead-in comments to your strategy you

won’t give listeners a framework on how they should

respond. For example, consider a strategy that improves a com-

pany’s customer service department so it will position you as a

market leader over the next three years. Without preliminary

comments that set the stage a listener might feel you are trying

to solve a current problem and respond that your solution is

overkill. On the other hand, people will be irritated if you take

too long to present your strategy. So your comments must be

brief and to the point in your introductions. Both the opening

statements and statements that show you have taken careful

consideration should take no more than 60 to 90 seconds. Any

longer than that and your audience might turn against you.

External Strategies

People often present strategies without thinking through all of

the ramifications and considerations of their choices. You need

to quickly demonstrate that this isn’t the case with you.You can
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show your consideration by stating in some way you have eval-

uated the idea by: examining similar introductions from others,

conducting research with others outside your company, or

through discussions and evaluations from others within the

company. You can also do an independent evaluation without

using any outside sources, but typically you will run into resist-

ance, especially on an external strategy as people will be wary

if you don’t have any support from others.

Solving a Problem

Higher management wants to hear: Strategy has worked;

risk is small.

Our top two distributors both reported that two other

companies (name the companies) have used the same

strategy I’ll be proposing to successfully address the

problem. Since those companies responded, both have

increased market share.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Solution is easy for all to

understand and implement.

According to our regional directors, two other companies

implemented the strategy I’ll be explaining with a team 

of six and they had area-wide implementation within 

four weeks.

Analytical wants to hear: The chances of success are high

based on others’ experience.

I’m going to recommend a strategy that has been 

used successfully in our market five times, without a

failure, according to what I have learned at industry

meetings.

14
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Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Strategy is a proven

winner; the risks of not moving forward are high.

Our company has used the same procedures for five years

before this problem developed. The problem has

developed because our customers have changed while we

haven’t. We will only get in more trouble if we don’t offer a

solution, and I’m able to show you several examples of

how my proposed strategy has worked in the past.

Improving Performance

Higher management wants to hear: Program will move

ahead without any issues; strategy will increase the

bottom line.

I’ve found three examples of where other companies have

introduced the strategy I’m presenting. All three have

significant increases in their margins and all three

implemented the strategy with only minor difficulties.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Strategy will be noticed

both internally and externally; strategy can be quickly

implemented.

While the company is always looking for low-risk

performance improvements, this is a particularly good

time to move ahead as we haven’t had many

improvements in our operations the last few years and

the strategy I’ll be discussing is one everyone will notice.

Analytical wants to hear: Cost benefit analysis experienced

by others.

I decided to present the following strategy after talking to

three industry consultants at the last trade show. They all

15
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confirmed a payback ratio of anywhere from 3 to 1 to 

5 to 1 in savings over program costs in the first year of

implementation.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The risk is in not

moving forward; the strategy can be implemented

without problems.

The strategy I’m proposing has been effective in

improving other companies’ performance, but I know

there will be resistance to moving ahead. But in this case 

I believe the real risk to the company is standing still. Our

industry is adapting, and we need to adapt along with it.

Creating a Strategic Advantage

Higher management wants to hear: Huge upside with

minimal risks; potential results verified by others.

I’ve researched the strategy I’ll be proposing in two other

product areas that serve our market. In both cases the

implementing company’s market share grew by five

points within two years.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Others have succeeded;

success can be easily duplicated.

A similar strategy to my proposal was introduced

originally three years ago by a company in a related

industry, and I’ve located two other companies who have

introduced this strategy in the last year to achieve a

strategic advantage. All reports indicate these

introductions were trouble-free.

Analytical wants to hear: Result of others in similar

situations who have implemented the strategy.
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We can only periodically implement a strategy for

strategic advantage. It is important that we ensure we can

succeed. I’ve looked at three industries similar to ours and

found several companies that have succeeded with similar

strategies.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Company needs to

avoid falling behind by standing still; success is likely.

The strategy I will propose has already been adopted with

success in similar markets and has been freely discussed

in the industry media. I believe we need to move quickly

before our competition does.

Addressing New Opportunities

Higher management wants to hear: Opportunity has a 

high probability of significant increases in sales and

market share.

This strategy addresses a new opportunity due to

technology shifts. Several industries have seen this shift

earlier in their industries than we have. Companies in

those industries employing a similar strategy to the 

one I’m proposing have produced sales gains of 15 to 

25 percent.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Opportunity can be

exploited quickly with little internal turmoil.

This opportunity has come up in company conversations

for the last few months. Based on other companies’

success, the strategy I’m proposing can be implemented

in less than three months.
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Analytical wants to hear: Upside probabilities trump

downside risks.

The company evaluates new opportunities as they

develop, but I’m recommending moving ahead with this

strategy as all reports show strong upside for companies

that have followed this approach.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Risk of inaction is high.

The opportunity I’d like to address with my proposal is

bigger than any we’ve seen in the last few years. If we pass

on this, we may regret it for years while we wait for the

next opportunity to come around again.

Internal Strategies

External strategies are easier to justify because often information

is readily available about how other companies have imple-

mented the strategy.Successful internal strategies also get media

coverage, or at least discussion, at conferences and industry

events. But companies can and do try to keep internal strategies

secret while external strategies are easily observed by the market.

If you can’t give concrete examples of other companies’ success,

concentrate instead on how others in the organization support

your strategy. To get the input you need to generate initial sup-

port for your strategy you will need to share the strategy with

others while it is still in its development stage. You can do this

without a full strategy presentation by prefacing your remarks to

others with the comment that you have “an idea you are kicking

around and you feel it is important to get some feedback from

people who have first-hand experience with the situation.”
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Solving a Problem

Higher management wants to hear: Others agree that this

is the right approach.

I realize that a strategy for solving problems only 

works when it has strong internal support. I’ve checked

with the four key people who will be involved in

implementation and they all support the strategy in its

concept stage.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Others have implemented

similar solutions without any major problems.

I’ve researched trade magazines in other industries 

for other companies that have implemented similar

strategies and I have found three contacts who all

believe the strategy I’m proposing will quickly solve our

problem.

Analytical wants to hear: The problem will be solved cost

effectively.

The three contacts I’ve located at other companies 

that have successfully implemented this strategy all

claim the costs were quickly recouped by solving the

problem.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: High probability of

success; potentially bad consequences for those who

resist.

Top management has been unhappy about this problem

and wants a solution. The strategy I’m proposing is one

that people in the company support and that has been

successfully used in other companies.
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Improving Performance

Higher management wants to hear: Increased profitability;

implementing solution won’t distract from other efforts.

My proposal is for a strategy that has been highlighted at

a recent trade conference due to its success at other

companies and it meets the company objective of raising

margins 1 to 2 percent per year.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Strategy will be successful

and accepted by others; will build momentum.

Improving our performance in the (state department 

or operation where performance will be improved) is

identified as a key company goal. The approach I’ll

suggest meets that goal, has already been accepted 

by others in the corporation, and can be implemented

quickly.

Analytical wants to hear: Cost benefit analysis.

The strategy I’m proposing should have a payback period

of less than nine months if our results are similar to the

case study presentations I have heard at trade association

meetings.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The risks of not

implementing the strategy are greater than the risk of

moving forward.

Our processes in the (state the name) department have

not changed in four years while our competitors have

each twice improved their processes and cut their costs. In

one other market the company that failed to implement

this strategy ended up at a competitive disadvantage
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because its lead time was 50 percent more than its

competition’s.

Creating a Strategic Advantage

Higher management wants to hear: Enhances the

company’s progressive image; motivational for the

employees.

Another company in a related industry released a report

after implementing this strategy. In that report the company

discussed how overall company morale rose as employees

considered the strategy an exciting development.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Wide support for program.

I’ve discussed the strategy with several managers after a

presentation at a local industry event. They all felt the

strategy had potential and merited a look.

Analytical wants to hear: Proven strong benefits to justify

costs and risks.

The strategy I’m proposing will give us a much quicker

response to potential production problems. I have

received cost proposals from three consultants and all

project a monthly cost that is 30 percent our current 

scrap rate.

Conservative or hostile need to hear: Benefits are proven

and so strong they can’t be overlooked.

Eighty percent of the affected managers support

investigating this type of strategy because it will allow the

company to exceed all its department objectives. The

resulting lower costs will give us a strategic advantage on
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large automotive contracts. We have no other proposals

active that produce even half the benefits of this strategy.

Addressing New Opportunities

Higher management wants to hear: Strategy has strong

internal support or has been proven to provide significant

benefits.

This strategy has been studied by several managers at

recent industry conferences, and all believe implementing

the new production ordering will cut our production time

by 25 percent.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Successful implementation

without internal resistance.

My strategy is a slight modification of a strategy already

implemented at our Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania branch.

That plan has been effective and we can introduce and

debug it within six months.

Analytical wants to hear: Likely success with a result that is

worth the effort.

I recognize we have limited resources to exploit

opportunities that improve the operations in the (state

name) department. But this strategy has been used by

many major companies, greatly improving their

operations, and now new technology makes it a viable

strategy for companies of our size.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The expected

success is assured; the company will weaken its

competitive position by not acting.
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The strategy I’m presenting has worked for enough

companies that we know it can succeed, and if we choose

to outsource implementation there is a network of

consultants that we can hire. What is more important is

that our department’s margins have been eroding and we

need to move our profitability back up to keep corporate

support for our new projects.
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Chapter 3

Introduce the Strategy

T
his chapter deals with introducing the strategy as an

overview.You should be able to summarize your strategy in

just two or three sentences that everyone can understand.

External Strategies

Companies have several issues they consider with external

strategies. First, a poor decision for a policy with major impact

will be remembered by customers and prospects for a long

time. Second, management worries the market will consider

them conservative, lacking innovation, and not being customer

friendly if the company doesn’t introduce new external strate-

gies. Finally, changes in external strategies can have a big

impact on market share and sales revenue.You can expect peo-

ple to always be interested in a new external strategy, but they

will be skeptical as they will fear failure. I’ve used one proposed

strategy for each type of situation. For example, in the Solving a

Problem section, the statement of strategy is the same for each

type of person you present to, but your immediate follow-up
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comment after describing the strategy will vary depending 

on the person you are talking to. Each section of the chapter

lists the statement of the situation and the proposed strategy

first, and then the follow-up comments appropriate to your 

listeners’ outlook.

Solving a Problem

The description of the situation and statement of strategy are:

We’ve lost three distributors in the Southeast and our

customers aren’t getting the service they need. Reliant

Technologies is a regional company in the Southeast that

makes a complementary product that it distributes

through its direct sales force. Reliant is willing to handle

distribution of our product through their sales force and 

I recommend we pursue that strategy.

Higher management wants to hear: Strategy will be more

that an “it’s about time solution” but instead be perceived

as a positive step forward.

Reliant has a strong reputation and market presence that

will give customers and prospects confidence that we are

dramatically increasing our customer support in the

Southeast market. The program should be effective as

Reliant stands to gain as much as we do. They will have

access to our customers to whom they are not currently

selling, and adding our line will cut down their sales and

marketing cost percentage to the industry average.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Solution can be easily and

quickly implemented.
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One third of Reliant’s sales reps have previously worked

with one of our former distributors. Going with Reliant 

will be a much shorter route to establishing a firm

Southeast U.S. presence than trying to line up and train

new distributors.

Analytical wants to hear: The strategy makes sense

financially and the program has been carefully researched.

Our promotional, training, and consignment costs will be 

30 to 50 percent less than if we were to attempt to develop

a new network of distributors. I’ve talked to Reliant’s sales

manager and 30 percent of its sales staff, and they are

projecting sales that will be two to three times the sales

levels of our distributors in their peak years. I’ve also spoken

with the service staff.They are well qualified and in several

cases already experienced with our products.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: We must move

ahead and this is the best choice.

We have no choice but to create a solution since the

Southeast is a major part of our market.The two other

proposed options include finding new distributors and

setting up our own sales force, which is either too uncertain

or too expensive. Using Reliant is the only strategy that

moves ahead quickly with minimum risk and costs.

Improving Performance

The description of the situation and statement of strategy are:

Our customer base for our IT services has many small

companies where many employees work at home or on
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the road. These professionals often work offline from their

servers and there is a risk of their data being lost unless

they have a system to regularly back up both the data on

the server and on individual computers. I’m proposing we

add a new service that backs up all of a company’s

computers three times a week.

Higher management wants to hear: Significant impact in the

market, noticeable impact on profits and market share.

Our niche market consists of small companies with a high

percentage of professionals. We need to increase our

service level to keep our position as the leading

technology provider for this market. Adding a

comprehensive backup service will increase sales to

current customers, help add new customers, and keep us

ahead of competition.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Strategy will be noticed

both internally and externally and strategy can be quickly

implemented.

I’ve talked to our technology manager and he feels we

can set up and equip three-worker teams that can

implement the backup system from our offices within 48

hours of a customer signing up. The teams can be ready to

go in four weeks and we can coordinate a large e-mail

marketing campaign when the team is ready.

Analytical wants to hear: Decision has been studied

carefully, margins and market acceptance have been

considered.

I’ve discussed this strategy with our service group

manager and four of our customers. Our service manager
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feels that once a customer is set up the costs of

continuing backup will be minimal and we will price the

service with a 75 percent margin. I’ve discussed this with

several customers, and they all feel the service is desired if

we can customize it to meet their needs rather than

offering a standard package.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The risk is in not

moving forward.

Our revenue per customer has been dropping, primarily

because we have improved the reliability of our

customers’ networks and software. To make up the

revenue shortfall we need to both increase our number of

customers and also find additional services to maintain

revenue from existing customers.

Creating a Strategic Advantage

The description of the situation and proposed strategy are:

Our malleable dental crowns and new products for taking

impressions have been recognized by dentists as the best

option for seniors, as it minimizes the chances of creating

new cracks in the tooth. My proposal is to turn this into a

strategic advantage by forming a senior patient division,

creating an advisory board of crown and bridge specialists

and an alliance with leading dental schools to further

improve our current line and develop new products for

seniors.

Higher management wants to hear: Large upside with

minimal risks.
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The number of crowns is increasing over 10 percent per

year, primarily because of the increase in dental work on

seniors. No other manufacturer has developed products

specifically for that market. Experts in senior care are

anxious to have the ear of a major company to create

needed products. We should also expect a strong line of

senior products to help other products in the line. Our

risks are small as our dental advisors will be willing to

promote the products they helped design.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Program can be

implemented quickly and the market advantage we

create will be strong.

Currently there are no “senior friendly” products on the

market. We have had inquiries and support from dentists

who concentrate on elderly patients for senior-oriented

products. We just need to align part of the resources in

the R&D group to work with our new group of advisors to

execute this strategy.

Analytical wants to hear: Benefits outweigh costs, margins

are in line or better than current products.

This strategy will create “in demand” products for dentists’

highest profit customers—seniors who need crowns and

bridges. That opens the door for us to every dental office

in the country. Through two distributors, we surveyed 

15 dentists who bought our new product line who

previously were not customers. Every one bought because

our products were “senior friendly.”This strategy

capitalizes on our success and can expand sales and

margins with a cost that is 50 to 75 percent of our current

costs of introducing another new line.
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Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Standing still will

cost the company.

We have an opportunity of the size and magnitude we

aren’t likely to see again soon—our competitors will

match our product in two to three years. The question is

how can we utilize our window to develop a strategic

competitive advantage? Developing a “senior” product

group with a wide range of advisors gives us a strong

opportunity to lock up the market.

Addressing New Opportunities

The description of the situation and the proposed strategy are:

Social networking sites are exploding on the Internet and

the company may lose sales because of management and

marketing’s lack of involvement in this arena. The strategy

I’m proposing is to set up social network pages on

Facebook and MySpace named after the store, Barry’s

Electronic Network, and have 10 to 12 young sales

associates for each product category for example

photography, games, music downloads, and others. We can

post notes about new products, show cool ways to use

products, give tips, and receive customer comments. The

pages would be open to everyone and team members

would take turns responding to customer entries.

Higher management wants to hear: Strategy provides

significant potential benefits, also increases in profits 

and margins.

Young people, from 12 to 28, are a significant, highly

profitable part of our customer base and this strategy will
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let us take a leadership role in reaching them through a

new medium. The input from the market should help us

know what new products to stock and how to sell those

products, increasing our sales and profits.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Opportunity can be

exploited quickly with little internal turmoil.

We have surveyed the younger members of our retail

team and over 80 percent are already active on social

networking sites and they fully understand how to

interact on the proposed sites. These kinds of Web pages

don’t require any involvement from the IT department.

Our teams of sales associates already know how to create

social networking pages in just a few hours and they

understand how to promote our page within the social

networking sites.

Analytical wants to hear: Upside probabilities trump

downside risks.

The downside risk is that customers can criticize the

company in an open forum. The upside is our associates

will be able to pass that criticism on to the marketing

department where adjustments can be made, and they

also can respond directly to the criticism suggesting

solutions to customers. The program’s cost is small and

the upside to an important customer group is enormous.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Risk of inaction 

is high.

Someone in our industry will move to create social

networking pages. Already companies in the gaming,

music, and cell phone industries—industries with close
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ties to our company—are moving forward with their

own pages to promote their products and collect

customer data. The question is: Do we want to lead 

or follow? The strategy can be easily implemented and

not being first will hurt us in the market. We need to

move ahead.

Internal Strategies

Internal strategies are often not as exciting to present as exter-

nal, but they will make up many of the strategies you will pre-

pare in your career. The problem in presenting an internal

strategy is to get people to say yes on a decision they may not

consider to be as important as an external strategy. The best

solution is to resolve as many issues as possible regarding

implementation before presenting the strategy.

Solving a Problem

The description of the strategy that solves a problem is:

We currently have between 30 to 100 on-call workers at

big events at the convention center. When multiple events

are running, scheduling those workers is a problem, as we

don’t have a good method of tracking people and

knowing when they are committed. At the last Industry

Convention a new software staffing program was

developed that coordinated available people with the

events being run. The program also automatically notified

people through email and recorded their availability

when they responded. I recommend we purchase this
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software and improve the use of our on-call staff at our

customer training events.

Higher management wants to hear: Others agree this is the

right approach; assurance that the solution will solve the

problem.

Our staffing and IT departments both feel this new

software is a good choice, and the general consensus is

that if the software could handle the Industry Convention,

it can certainly handle any amount of business that we

will see.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Others have implemented

similar solutions without any major problems.

The Industry Convention event schedulers used the

software to be sure they had enough people at each

event as well as handling workers at the various press

parties and events that occurred both before and during

the convention. The software had a few bugs before the

convention but they were all resolved before its start.

Analytical wants to hear: The problem will be solved cost

efficiently.

The software package is $8,000. Our event personnel

planners feel they will save this money in four months by

not having to schedule extra people at events.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: High probability of

success, potentially bad consequences for those who

resist.

This software has been proven at both the Industry

Convention and at several other convention centers. The

software will eliminate the mad panic staffing has before
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every event. We need to move ahead as the staff feels it

cuts turnover by eliminating the hassles that make their

jobs difficult. It also will help keep our on-call workers

available as they will have better notification of when they

are needed.

Improving Performance

The description of the situation and statement of strategy are:

Our company has been expanding rapidly and we have

been hiring people to fill in the gaps and get the work out

but we have evolved to a sort of helter-skelter approach

where we only attack the most pressing issue. I’m

proposing we implement a new strategy where we adopt

the Lean Manufacturing approach of having a standard

work statement for each employee. This will help us

ensure that every task is addressed in a timely manner.

Higher management wants to hear: Increased profitability

and improved customer satisfaction.

Improving our ability to attack all tasks in a timely fashion

will enable us to improve employee productivity, which

will keep our staffing levels down and ensure we are on

time meeting customer requirements.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Strategy will be successful

and accepted by others; will build company momentum.

Most, if not all, the employees recognize that we are

letting tasks fall by the wayside as more critical projects

receive priority attention. Employees want to see the

situation under control and I believe developing standard
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work procedures for each job will create a feeling of

momentum.

Analytical wants to hear: Cost benefit analysis; program

won’t be disruptive.

I’ve found a consultant who has extensive experience

implementing standard work standards and he can train

two people to create new standards for all. I expect it will

take two to three months to prepare all the standards and

the cost for the consultant would be $5,000. We are so

disorganized at the moment that we aren’t sure of the

exact cost savings from the program but I’m convinced it

will have no more than a six-month payback period.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The risks of not

implementing the strategy are greater than the risk of

moving forward.

As a small company we were able to handle the lack of

work standards. But as we’ve grown we have shifted from

chaos level to the point where we are in danger of

complete grid lock. We will turn out less than 50 percent

of the work we should be able to produce.

Creating a Strategic Advantage

The description of the situation and proposed strategy are:

We have six competitors in the sports stadium

construction market, and the goal of every company is to

have the best on-time under-budget performance, a goal

now missed by the industry on over 60 percent of

ongoing projects. We have already implemented a

software program with modeling capability to help us bid
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and build projects. I’m proposing that we take the

modeling concept one step further and add the capability

of building a project on the computer, step by step. That

will allow us to know exactly what work will be done on 

a specific project and the week on which it needs to be

completed. We will be able to better plan work staff and

material purchases to keep costs down and projects on

schedule.

Higher management wants to hear: Higher profits, more

sales, and a better reputation.

This strategy gives us a capability no one else in the

industry has, and it is targeted at two points extremely

important to customers: timeliness and on-budget

completion of projects. The new software, which we will

develop, will help keep our costs down, deliver supplies

on an as-needed basis, but most importantly, turn us into

the preeminent supplier in the market.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Implementation will not

cause disruption in operations; implementation will be

successful.

We have a relationship with the local university to prepare

the software upgrade. They helped us prepare the original

modeling software and have already been experimenting

with new features. They are confident that they can have

the new upgrades in place and debugged in four months.

Analytical wants to hear: Strong benefits to justify costs 

and risks.

Our project managers have identified three major savings

from this type of software upgrade: (1) it would minimize

lost time if supplies aren’t in place on time; (2) it would
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minimize losses or damage that occurs because parts and

supplies arrive too early; and (3) it would eliminate the

extra time in moving materials around supplies that are

present but not yet needed. People who have reviewed

this option all believe we will have major improvements in

cost control and on-time delivery.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Risks of not

proceeding are high.

Last year we ended up with 40 percent overtime on the

last two months of four projects, and we absorbed over 

$1 million in cost overruns. We can’t cut these costs down

unless we implement this new modeling strategy.

Addressing New Opportunities

The description of the situation and the proposed strategy are:

We have not been able to pick up large orders from

vehicle manufacturers because we have not shown that

we can deliver products with consistent quality. I

recommend we adopt the new training process from TWI.

We can reserve every other Thursday for training for

supervisors on production efficiency, and every Friday to

teach employees how to effectively operate their

equipment with the goal of reducing variation and

fluctuations in our product quality.

Higher management wants to hear: Strategy will lead to

revenues and profits to overcome the costs.

Our competitors with similar equipment have been able

to land the major business by focusing on continuous
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improvement in their processes. Our company has been

loaded with orders over the past two years and we

haven’t had the time to make the same type of

commitment to process improvements. Our inability 

to focus our resources has let some of the competitors

leapfrog us in sales. We need to catch up, which will

position the company to land bigger, more profitable

orders in upcoming years when the economy picks up.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Successful implementation

without internal resistance.

We can contract with a quality control consulting firm to

start the implementation process. The supervisors I’ve

spoken with support the program because they expect

layoffs if we don’t start landing some major orders.

Analytical wants to hear: Likely success with a result that is

worth the effort.

We can’t afford the expansions we need to keep our

market share without landing at least some new business

from our major customers. This new training process

gives us the opportunity to upgrade our process control

and product quality. Our competitors have grown 

40 percent by landing this business. Recouping our costs 

will be in less than 12 months once we land a major

customer.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The risks of not

acting are great.

Three years ago our quality was acceptable to all

companies in the market. The two major customers have

raised the quality bar and demanded more quality
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process than we currently have. We have to expect other

customers to do the same. If we stand still and don’t take

this chance to standardize our processes and product we

many start losing customers and then it will be too late to

reengineer the company.
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Chapter 4

Address Listeners’
Expected Concerns

I
n many cases you’ll be presenting to people who have

strong views about the situation that your strategy

addresses and they might be predisposed to prefer another

strategy, or be skeptical about the effectiveness of your strat-

egy. At this point, before going more into the benefits of your

presentation, you should address those concerns directly 

and forcefully.This will give your listeners a chance to challenge

you, or challenge themselves on whether or not their concerns

are valid.

External Strategies

Solving a Problem

Higher management wants to hear: Is the proposed

strategy a complete solution; is it the best solution

available; will it detract from other company efforts?
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I know the company doesn’t want to rush into action, and

possibly not solve the problem or create more problems.

Our strategy is based on conversations with several key

market contacts about their concerns and how they

suggest we respond. Another benefit of this strategy is

that it can be implemented by a small group and

therefore won’t upset the effectiveness of any of the

company’s other market initiatives.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Implementation will not bog

down and distract other company efforts.

I’m confident we can implement the solution with a team

of four people. Before we move ahead we will be sure to

have the plan agreed to by the most involved managers

so that the program goes forward smoothly.

Analytical wants to hear: The strategy hasn’t been

thoroughly analyzed; not enough cost analysis has 

been done.

In moving quickly to resolve the problem the danger is in

moving too fast and not anticipating the true cost of the

program. I have a preliminary plan and costs worked out

but before implementing the plan we will finalize more

details and work with accounting to establish the final

costs. If they are not in line with our current projections

we will come back and present the strategy to you again.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Moving forward will

be worse than our current situation.

I know that action for action’s sake is not acceptable. We

must be improving the situation dramatically to make the

strategy worthwhile. My follow-up conversations with
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customers have indicated that this problem is perceived

by customers to be significant. I’m convinced we must act,

and that our strategy addresses the key issues customers

have told me.

Improving Performance

Higher management wants to hear: Will this strategy 

really make a difference, both to the market and our

bottom line?

I realize we only can introduce a few new programs to the

market every year, and that we need to be sure they have

a big impact, and don’t delay other important programs.

At the moment we don’t have any other major programs

to introduce, and I believe this strategy has the potential

for a 15 percent revenue increase.

Action-oriented wants to hear: The strategy needs to be

important; can the strategy be quickly implemented?

We need market momentum and I realize you want to see

a program have the visibility to produce that impact. This

strategy will be the first in the market that offers a total

solution for this application. Customers have been

requesting it for two years and we can have it in the

market in less than six months.

Analytical wants to hear: Has the decision been studied

carefully; have margins and market acceptance been

considered?

We chose this strategy because it has high value to the

market. Our surveys indicate we will be able to generate a
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58 percent margin, which is 15 percent higher than our

current product line.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: New programs could

create problems; program will detract from other

proposed programs.

I know others may have proposed programs, but I believe

this strategy sets the bar high. The program is supported

by the marketing and sales departments; initial market

feedback is we will become a leader in the target market,

and our margins on sales will be 5 percent higher.

Creating a Strategic Advantage

Higher management wants to hear: Will the advantage

translate to a decidedly stronger market position or be a

wasted effort?

I realize the company is not interested in implementing a

strategic advantage strategy that doesn’t have a major

impact. This strategy has a major impact because first, it

positions us as the leader in the fastest growing

application in the market; second, it is adopting

technology on an exclusive basis; and third, adding this

technology will allow us to entice the leading distributors

in the market to carry our line exclusively.

Action-oriented wants to hear: The company will not get

bogged down trying to implement a major new program.

I realize that despite the fact this strategy is a major

program, we run the risk of a sluggish introduction which

could deaden its impact. I have prepared a plan for the
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introduction of this program that includes a three-

person task force that will work out all the

implementation details.

Analytical wants to hear: Strategy will not consume

resources without producing significant positive results.

A key question is, will we get a return on an investment

that consumes a major portion of our resources? The

strategic advantage we are developing relates to an

application that is small today but will be a major

percentage of sales in two years. The investment we are

making will increase our market position for at least two

years before any competitor can respond.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Program will work

out and the company will be better off than before.

The benefits of the program are strong, but there are also

risks if the program doesn’t work out. The first step of our

implementation plan is to present the strategy to our

sales force’s advisory council, which consists of 10 key

customers, to get their input about the market’s response

to our program, and to ensure we have acceptance before

proceeding.

Addressing New Opportunities

Higher management wants to hear: Do we have the ability

to capitalize on this opportunity?

The concern is that the company can’t raise enough

money or find the right people to exploit this opportunity.

I’ve put together a cash flow analysis of the project and it
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only uses half the money that finance has stated it can

raise for new projects. Regarding key people to capitalize

on the opportunity: for internal people, I have identified

one other key person who can lead the team, and I’ve

found two outside people we can use to rapidly exploit

this opportunity.

Action-oriented wants to hear: We will not expend effort

and energy without being able to exploit the opportunity.

I realize pursuing new opportunities often takes more

time, money, and people than originally projected. I don’t

think that is the case here. The finance department has

indicated this project will only take 25 percent of the

money we have earmarked for exploring revenue

enhancement and we have a group of employees

perfectly suited to quickly move forward.

Analytical wants to hear: Is the opportunity as big and as

profitable as it’s being projected?

Before presenting the strategy, I met with the marketing

and finance departments to prepare an initial financial

analysis based on 50 percent of the marketing

department’s projections. We went over the projections

three times, trying to build a model taking into account

any of the key risks, and we still find pursuing the

opportunity passes every profitability test.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Efforts will not 

fail; company will be better off than it would be by not

taking action.

There is always a risk the program will fail. But for this

strategy we have taken numerous precautions: We have
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received positive customer and market feedback indicating

this strategy is a good opportunity; we have cut our risks by

partnering with a company with a complementary product,

and we have a team of our top people ready to plan and

then implement our strategy.

Internal Strategies

People have many concerns with an external strategy because

the risks of failure are high, the costs may be higher, only a few

major strategies can be pursued in any given year and, more

importantly, a poorly thought our external strategy may 

be remembered by the market for years. You don’t have to 

work nearly as hard to present an internal strategy unless it is

expensive.

Solving a Problem

Higher management wants to hear: The problem will be

solved; the costs will be in line with what has been

projected.

I’ve been working with a three-person task team from the

IT and marketing departments and we all agree this

solution will correct the problem. Our cost estimate

includes a 30 percent overrun of our expected expenses.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Implementation will not be

slow and messy.

If we form a small team of people from each department

we can prepare for implementation in two months and

complete the changeover in two weeks.
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Analytical wants to hear: Every consequence has been

considered.

I’ve spoken with my peers in effected departments to

make a list of everything that might go wrong. I’ll cover

those consequences in the implementation plan for the

strategy.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Is it worthwhile

moving ahead?

Our company objective is to reduce order fulfillment costs

by 20 percent. This strategy will cut costs 25 to 30 percent

and meet that objective. If we don’t move ahead, we will

have to spend several months to create another strategy

that may not be as effective.

Improving Performance

Higher management wants to hear: Does the strategy meet

company objectives; does it delay other key programs?

This strategy both helps meet our cost-cutting objectives—

it alone will meet 20 percent of those objectives—plus it

will free up some key personnel to aggressively address

other pertinent, non-cost-cutting issues.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Strategy will not be perceived

to be disruptive by other employees and cause turmoil.

This strategy addresses a major concern voiced by

numerous employees in the affected area over the past

two years. It will provide a major morale boost that should

improve productivity.

Analytical wants to hear: Company is not moving too fast;

this will be the best process with the highest impact.
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Our group has prepared an evaluation grid of all the

operational improvements we could pursue this year.

We considered costs, both financial and manpower,

benefits, and implementation time. The strategy we are

proposing is the clear winner when considering all

categories.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: This is the strategy

they favor; prefers not to stay with the status quo but

instead to move forward.

We have an objective this year for cutting our time to

respond to customer inquiries by 50 percent. We can’t

meet that goal without acting soon. I feel this proposal

will meet that goal. No one else has put any strategies on

the table so I feel we need to move ahead.

Creating a Strategic Advantage

Internal strategies that create a strategic advantage typically

require extensive resources and are major decisions. You need

to work hard to sell an internal strategy that offers a strategic

advantage because people will know it can only be created

with a major effort by the company. You can do that by show-

ing the effort isn’t as major as people expect or will produce

benefits that will make the effort worthwhile.

Higher management wants to hear: Will the strategy really

produce higher profits?

The $2,000 car, the Nano, by Tata Motors in India, was

made possible by designing the product from the ground

up. We could take the same approach on line x, where the

industry’s costs are too high for the product’s benefits.
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A new design, with a drop in costs, would put us far ahead

of our competition in this important market.

Action-oriented wants to hear: The project will not take too

long; it will provide enough benefits.

Our product has not been redesigned for six years. Over

the years engineers have put forward several projects to

redesign certain aspects of the product. We could

incorporate those proposals in the project to cut its

delivery time and costs.

Analytical wants to hear: There is not too much uncertainty

in the project; strategy is certain to produce the project’s

benefits.

Clearly the project is tackling a major goal. If we achieve

this goal we will have a several-year advantage over

competition as they do not have the same engineering

resources that we do. The engineering department has

two new engineers who have done a similar project at

their previous companies and they are confident they can

succeed here. The expected cost reduction is 50 to 

65 percent.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The project is not

too big or too risky.

This strategy implementation is a big project and if it is

not completed we will have squandered a considerable

amount of our resources. But this idea is not totally new—

different groups have been looking at different versions of

this concept for the last three years and the project team

has a firm idea on how to move ahead. Everyone involved

is confident the project can be completed.
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Addressing New Opportunities

New internal strategies are typically implementing new prod-

ucts, technologies, or processes.

Higher management wants to hear: Is the opportunity as

important when it is evaluated against other opportunities?

Do the benefits justify the costs?

We have objectives for updating our internal operations

and several other groups have or will have proposals for

meeting those objectives. I believe this is the strategy to

pursue for three reasons: Its savings will cover our

introduction costs in six months; we have two people on

staff who have training from seminars and conferences on

implementing this tactic; and the project is ready to go

right now.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Can it be implemented

without internal resistance?

Other groups in the company have other proposals they

are promoting, but our strategy is the only one that can

be implemented in less than three months. While others

will be disappointed, they all understand that this is the

only project that can meet the company’s timeline goals.

Analytical wants to hear: Is the strategy well thought out

with regard to the cost-benefit analysis?

This strategy has been studied thoroughly. We have

explored this concept at conferences, had a consultant

conduct a study to see if the strategy would work in our

company, and have prepared a financial analysis that

demonstrates a 40 percent yearly profit on our
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investment. All data indicate that this will be a very

successful, profitable project.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: If this project fails, it

might reduce the chances of other projects or strategies

being launched.

People who have reviewed the strategy to date all feel it

will succeed. The strategy is based on projects that have

been successfully implemented and we do have people

with the skill and experience set to introduce it. More

importantly, because the project is well defined, it should

be completed quickly and still allow the company to

pursue additional opportunities this year.
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Chapter 5

Show the Strategy as a Response

I
once heard a speaker state that fear of loss is ten times more

powerful as a motivator than opportunity for gain. While

that is not true for everyone, I’ve learned it is true for many.

Companies are much more willing to respond to internal or

external events than they are to break new ground. I’ve seen

strategies to solve a problem adopted, which are clearly a

response, over innovative strategies that broke new ground

and offered two to three times the benefit. The minivan, one of

the great product introduction stories of the last 30 years, was a

desperate response to the fact that Chrysler was about to go

broke. Apple, which is generally known for innovation, intro-

duced the iPod as a response to other MP3 players. I’ve found

people are more comfortable when you can show that your

strategy is a response to a situation, and your best approach to

prove the situation requires a response is to make the situation

as urgent as possible.
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External Strategies

Positioning your strategy as a response is easily done for most

external strategies as your markets and competitors constantly

change, thereby demanding new actions.

Solving a Problem

Higher management wants to hear: Solution addresses a

major problem.

This is an important step for our company as the strategy

is a response to a problem our vendors, distributors, and

customers have complained about.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Solution is a quick response

to silence market criticism.

This strategy provides a quick response that will silence

our market critics, and the response is so fast that the

market may quickly forget about this problem.

Analytical wants to hear: The company needs a quick

response or more damage may occur.

The strategy provides the quick response to market

complaints; we need to avoid bigger problems that will

come with a much higher price tag.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: It is critical that the

company responds to the situation.

You have probably seen the reports from the field about

the challenges we face due to this problem. Unfortunately

we are facing what could soon be a critical situation. We

need to respond now.
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Improving Performance

Higher management wants to hear: The market is looking

for a performance response from the company; the issue

is important.

Our installation quality and service has been in the top 

50 percent of the market for the last five years. But now

competitors are improving their installation departments,

as well as the simplicity of their products. We need to

respond. The proposed strategy will noticeably raise our

perceived quality of installation.

Action-oriented wants to hear: The strategy is a quick

response to the situation.

This strategy is a direct response to customers’ concern

that we need to upgrade our service network. We believe

our plan will meet customers’ expectations within four

months.

Analytical wants to hear: We understand the situation; we

are responding.

This strategy is responding to the high costs we are facing

with current vendors. Both engineering and marketing

have been involved in reviewing our three best options

and we all believe this strategy is the best choice

considering margins, market acceptance, and vendor

qualification.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Responding to the

market needs is crucial.

This strategy to improve our performance is a direct

response to the new changes in the distribution strategy
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from our competitors. We need to match that

improvement or we are going to lose market penetration.

Creating a Strategic Advantage

Solving problems and process improvements are typically

smaller, more operational strategies. Strategic advantages deal

with bigger issues, and are responding generally in bigger

ways, but they still should be explained as a response to market

changes.

Higher management wants to hear: The situation the

strategy is responding to is real and important.

This strategy will put the company in a leadership role in

the market as it changes because of the new government

mandates for renewable energy. Those mandates are

already in place to take effect in two years. Our proposed

strategy will allow us to lock up major distributors if we

move now.

Action-oriented wants to hear: The situation demands an

immediate response.

Our proposed strategy will allow us to lock up major

distributors if we move now. Our competitors may

introduce their strategies in the next three months, if we

wait we may be too late.

Analytical wants to hear: Competitive responses to the

situation have been considered.

The situation the strategy addresses has given us a

window of opportunity in our response. Our competitors

are either committed to a new program with financial
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institutions or involved in combining operations after a

merger to respond quickly to this market change.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Company must

respond.

Our competition has gained the upper hand with more

complete offerings then we have. We need to respond. We

can either play catch-up on our product line, or we can

use the strategy to seize a strategic advantage in this

crucial area to solidify the company’s future.

Addressing New Opportunities

Higher management wants to hear: Response is a

significant opportunity with a key market segment.

The strategy addresses an opportunity that is most

important to the market innovators. The rest of the market

has always followed the innovators after 12 to 18 months.

If we improve our position now with the innovators, we

may dominate the market for two to three years.

Action-oriented wants to hear: The response will be

immediate and noticeable.

This strategy will be responding to the opportunity within

two months, and we will be able to announce it three

months before the industry’s biggest trade show.

Analytical wants to hear: The opportunity is proven.

The strategy is a response to (name the opportunity). I’ve

spent the last three months at conferences and trade

shows evaluating this opportunity against others. I’m

convinced the data shows that this opportunity is the
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biggest one coming into the market over the next 

two years.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Not moving on the

opportunity will hurt the company’s image.

After years of stability, the market is changing rapidly and

there are many opportunities to pursue. This one is large,

and well suited to our market position. If we don’t

respond, we will be considered too conservative and

traditional to respond to the market’s needs.

Internal Strategies

Solving a problem is obviously a response to a situation. But

you will also be more effective if you can explain other strate-

gies as a response.

Solving a Problem

Higher management wants to hear: Strategy addresses all

the issues raised.

In creating the strategy, we wanted our response to the

problem to be more than a stop-gap solution and get to

the root of what causes the problem. Our strategy is a

little more involved than just removing the symptom, but

it minimizes the chance of a similar problem occurring in

the future.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Strategy solves the problem

with minimal disruption.

We can put the strategy in place over a three-day period,

responding quickly to the problem that has arisen, while

minimizing any disruption to our normal work flow.
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Analytical wants to hear: The response won’t create other

problems.

Our strategy is responding to the problem we’ve seen in

the operations department. Before recommending

implementation, we evaluated the impact of work flow

two steps before and after the step where we

implemented our strategy. We are convinced that the

change we are proposing will be seamless with the

department’s work flow.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The organizational

consensus is that the problem must be solved quickly.

I’m trying to move ahead with our strategy as quickly as

possible as a response to this problem. People in the

organization have made solving the problem a top priority.

Improving Performance

Higher management wants to hear: Performance

improvement addresses a key area.

The strategy we are suggesting, putting needed

information on the Web site, will cut our costs of

providing managers with financial data by 50 percent,

while improving managers’ access to the information they

need. This strategy is responding to a key need of

coordinating managers’ decisions to meet the company’s

financial goals.

Action-oriented wants to hear: The need for the strategy is

clear; responses will be supported.

This strategy is directed at an area that has already been

designated as needing continuous improvement. This
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response is far better than others proposed and will

improve the process flow 15 percent without increasing

the work force.

Analytical wants to hear: Response was well thought out.

Before suggesting this strategy I observed the current

process for eight hours over a two-week period and

identified the steps where we could make substantial

improvements. Our response addresses an area targeted

by the company plan for improvement.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Improvement is far

better than any other alternatives.

I’ve attended several meetings where the need for

improvements in this area have been detailed and where

proposed strategies have been requested. No one has

come forward, and the strategy I’m proposing beats the

targeted improvement goal by 50 percent.

Creating a Strategic Advantage

Higher management wants to hear: The situation requiring

a response is major.

This strategy is a response to people’s interest in a

“green” home. There is a need for an easy-to-use

informational site. Repositioning and redesigning our

Web site as the first comprehensive, green home site 

will allow us and our franchisees to capture a large

percentage of people changing over to green right at

the point of conversion.
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Action-oriented wants to hear: Response to the situation in

a way that generates a strategic advantage will energize

the organization.

One of the key advantages of this strategy is that our staff

will immediately see that this response to green

packaging issues has the potential to radically change the

way our company is perceived.

Analytical wants to hear: The response will clearly lead to a

strategic advantage.

We evaluated carefully whether or not our internal

response would lead to a strategic advantage. We asked:

Are we more capable of implementing this strategy; are

competitors tied up with other projects; and is the market

likely to value our advantage for a long time? The answer

to all these questions was yes.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The response won’t

jeopardize the company’s future.

One positive aspect of our strategy is that it is relatively

easy to implement and if it doesn’t produce the desired

result it still creates process improvements in the three

operational areas that have been identified as bottlenecks

in our production process.

Addressing New Opportunities

Higher management wants to hear: Pursuing the new

opportunity helps respond to an identified company

weakness.
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We are recommending this approach because the

targeted department hasn’t improved its procedures

significantly in five years. Adopting the new strategy 

will force the department to start by paring down its

procedures to the bare minimum. At other companies 

this process has streamlined procedures by as much as 

50 percent.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Others feel strongly that a

response is needed.

Others have noticed that our competitors operate with 

30 to 40 percent of the employees in their similar

departments. We can get down to those staffing levels if

we take advantage of the new service being offered by

the state.

Analytical wants to hear: The response has been proven to

be an improvement.

We are responding to a situation in the (name the

department) where our turnaround time is too slow. To 

be sure the response is an improvement, we checked with

five companies that have implemented this strategy. All

five stated that their turnaround times were significantly

improved.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: There is almost an

overwhelming need to respond to the situation.

This strategy is responding to the steady slow down in

work from the (name the department). Adding more

personnel hasn’t helped and only a total overhaul will

correct the situation. We’ve searched for a way to do that

and implementing this new development will turn the

situation around.
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Chapter 6

Demonstrate a Good Fit

Y
ou will typically be more successful presenting strategies

if you can show that your proposals are a good fit for 

your current operations and personnel. For example, a

good fit for a company that designs and prints direct mail flyers

for financial institutions would be a strategy that changes how

it bills customers from charging for the work completed to

charging based on the responses generated by a direct mail

campaign.The company wouldn’t need to change how it prints

or designs pieces and it is a strategy the company could easily

implement. The company would probably produce more

income if it created effective campaigns.

An example of a strategy with a questionable fit would be

for a company that manufactures cryogenic tanks for storing

oxygen at hospitals to decide to produce hydrogen cryogenic

storage tanks for fuel cell vehicles. The company might under-

stand how to make cryogenic tanks, but it wouldn’t understand

the requirements for installing them on vehicles, would not

have the proper installation and service people on staff, and

would not have the right marketing and salespeople in place.
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If your strategy is not a good fit, then you need to do your

best to show that the organization can easily adopt the

changes required to pursue your recommended strategy.

External Strategies

For external strategies, the good fit can relate to your target

market, perceived strengths, sales and marketing departments,

distribution network, service and installation capabilities, or

key customer relationships.

Solving a Problem

Higher management wants to hear: Staffing and

procedures can handle the strategy.

This strategy fits into the existing procedural framework

for technical support. We will need to add just one person

to the technical service department.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Strategy can be implemented

easily.

We can implement our strategy with our current staff by

reassigning people from distributors support to key

customer support.

Analytical wants to hear: The impact on the organization

has been considered.

I’ve looked at the impact of the strategy on all three

affected departments. In all cases their current procedures

with minor modifications can handle all the work required.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The strategy will

cause, at the most, minor disruptions.
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The strategy fits right into our current operations and we

can implement the program without disrupting any of our

operations.

Improving Performance

Higher management wants to hear: Strategy fits into 

long-term goals; minor disruption to operations.

This strategy is aligned with the company’s goal of 

being premium supplier for our target market. The plant

has space to incorporate this new production and

technical service will be ready with a week’s worth of

training.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Everyone is on board for a

quick implementation.

The four effected departments are all excited about

improving our performance and they all are developing a

plan to complete their part of the project.

Analytical wants to hear: The strategy has been evaluated to

be sure it has the best possible fit to the company.

We were able to change our original version of the

strategy so it reinforced our branding strategy and our

customers’ positive perception of our services. It is a good

fit for the company’s capabilities.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: No one is complaining;

it will be a seamless introduction.

Some changes in our sales department are required, but

that shouldn’t present a problem as the strategy helps

sales meet its one- and three-year goals.
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Creating a Strategic Advantage

Strategic advantage strategies typically require a major effort

that is almost always somewhat to very disruptive. What you

want to concentrate on is that the strategy fits the company’s

goals or is an important step to keeping your customer base.

Higher management wants to hear: The company will 

grow within the framework of its stated goals and

objectives.

A real benefit of this program is that it fits exactly with the

company’s stated vision of where the market will develop

and leaves us with the opportunity to become one of the

market’s top three suppliers.

Action-oriented wants to hear: The company will be able 

to quickly reorganize; the market will recognize the

benefits.

A key to this strategy is that the customers will

immediately see its importance to them, and we won’t

need an expensive marketing program as it is a natural

extension of all our current efforts.

Analytical wants to hear: A balance has been struck

between the market advantage the company could gain

versus the effort required from reorganizing to generate

that benefit.

In preparing this strategy I looked at the benefit, the

advantage we could gain, versus the risk, and how much

effort the organization would require for implementation.

The balance I’ve chosen provides for substantial gain with

only moderate changes in our current operations.
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Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Every effort has 

been made to ensure the strategy is as close a fit as

possible.

I spent considerable time contemplating how to gain the

advantage while ensuring the strategy causes a minimum

number of organizational changes. After changing the

action plan a few times I believe I’ve structured the

strategy so it fits our marketing message and reinforces

our relationship with our key customers.

Addressing New Opportunities

Higher management wants to hear: Opportunity is in line

with the company’s overall strategy; fits in with company

capabilities.

This opportunity adds to our branding strategy of the

industry’s leading innovator. It is targeted at our second-

largest market and can be implemented with just two

new hires.

Action-oriented wants to hear: The strategy is easy to

implement; has a synergistic effect on other services or

products.

We can implement this strategy with our current staff, but

what makes this opportunity particularly appealing is it

will allow us to expand our distribution network, an

addition that will increase sales of our entire product line.

Analytical wants to hear: A preliminary action plan has 

been prepared which defines the organizational

requirements.
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We have completed a study of the changes and

workerpower needed to pursue this opportunity. We only

require a few changes as our organizational structure is an

almost ideal fit for this opportunity.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Similar opportunities

in the past were overlooked because the guidelines for a

good organizational fit were too tight.

In the past the company has passed on several

opportunities. (It is a good idea to list one or two of those

opportunities.) The reason given was they were not a

good fit for our company. Other companies took

advantage of the opportunities and have done well. We

can’t afford to pass on opportunities because we are

looking for a 100 percent perfect fit.

Internal Strategies

Unless companies perceive they have severe problems in their

internal organization, they prefer incremental change. You can

help sell the internal strategy by demonstrating the change will

only affect a narrow range of employees or operations—for

example, the change will only impact the order entry depart-

ment’s process for taking orders from key customers—or by

giving examples of how the company has adopted similar

strategies in other areas.

Solving a Problem

Higher management wants to hear:The approach is similar to

how we have successfully approached problems in the past.
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The strategy we are following is the same one that was

used in our San Francisco and Salt Lake offices for very

similar problems.

Action-oriented wants to hear: Managers involved in 

the change have successfully tackled other similar

projects.

There are two managers involved in this corrective action

and both have used similar methodology to solve other

problems in the past.

Analytical wants to hear: Options have been reviewed that

consider both the solution and its fit with the

organization.

We’ve considered several approaches to the problem and

feel the one we proposed is an effective solution that can

be implemented without any organizational changes.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The solution will

require either minor or no organizational changes; others

support the strategy.

I’ve discussed this strategy with others (name them) and

they also feel this solution will be effective and anticipate

that the strategy can be implemented with a simple

engineering change in the quality control inspection

process.

Improving Performance

Higher management wants to hear: The strategy fits 

into the overall organization continual improvement

goals.
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Improving the work order format for incoming service

jobs was one of the company’s top three priorities for the

year in our Lean Manufacturing continuous improvement

program.

Action-oriented wants to hear: The strategy can be

implemented with only minor disruptions.

This strategy closely fits our current operations, we 

only need to add three paperwork changes and have a

two-day training program for four people.

Analytical wants to hear: An effort has been made to ensure

that the transition will be smooth.

I researched our other offices and found five other

instances of offices implementing similar improvement

strategies with only minor implementation problems.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The improvement is

in a key area; the solution requires only minor changes.

Our department needs to show leadership incorporating

the newest changes to proposed industry quality

standards. This strategy starts by adding technology that

our testing facility is familiar with and which over 

50 percent of the staff has already used in other jobs.

Creating a Strategic Advantage

A strategic advantage usually requires change, sometimes

major change, in how an internal organization is run.When pro-

moting an internal change that may be major, your focus

should be on how the strategy takes advantage of the organi-

zation’s core strengths.
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Higher management wants to hear: The changes involved

will be made by the company’s top performers.

Our company has always had an innovative and strong

design engineering group. Putting that group in charge of

this strategy is key, as our production equipment will need

a level of modification that is beyond our production

engineering department capabilities.

Action-oriented wants to hear: The path to introduce this

new strategy is clear and the people to do the job have

been identified.

Our Web team has always kept the company’s site two or

three steps ahead of our competition. The new strategy

delivers a whole new benefit package to consumers. We

are able to implement the strategy, well before

competitors can respond, because of the well-known

strength of our Web development team.

Analytical wants to hear: We have carefully thought out who

should be implementing the strategy.

This strategy was chosen because it is a strategy that will

be delivered by the marketing group, our strongest

department. We had other strategy choices, some that

were equally as strong, but felt our best chance for

profitable growth was to put a program on the back of

our most effective department.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The implementation

group is strong enough to overcome obstacles and deliver.

Obviously gaining the type of strategic advantage we

need to position ourselves for the future requires a major

program with some risks. But the program will be
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implemented by our strongest department, one that has

faced obstacles and overcome them time after time. We

will succeed by relying on their very high level of

expertise.

Addressing New Opportunities

Higher management wants to hear: We are pursuing an

opportunity that improves our operation in (name the

department) where improvement is needed; the right

staff is in place to help.

This new technology will improve a department that has

repeatedly rated below similar departments at other

locations. We can borrow a department head from the

other location to implement this technology which will

provide a major performance increase.

Action-oriented wants to hear: We have the people and

plan in place to move ahead.

The trade show and event department has already done

four shows as big, or bigger, than this one, and they

already have an interactive display that can be converted

for the new market application being promoted by the

conference. The trade show department can add one or

two staff members and be prepared to expand our trade

show presence.

Analytical wants to hear: The good fit really exists.

Our department will be implementing the strategy. Two

people in the group were the leaders of the last major

opportunity to improve our process quality control
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checks. Two people in the department have already

developed a preliminary plan so that this new effort will

match their previous success.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The company has

successfully pursued opportunities of a similar nature in

the past.

Our two international offices already implemented 

similar strategies without any problems, and the new

server system has had 40 percent less downtime 

at those locations.
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Part Two

Delivering the Power

This section talks about how to cast your strategy as one that

will make a true difference to the corporation, preparing the

company for the future, which includes introducing strategies

for growing the company, cutting costs, and establishing a

stronger presence with key customer groups. Companies typi-

cally do not succeed if they adopt strategies that don’t con-

tribute to the future. This sounds obvious, but I’ve heard many

strategies that are stop-gap measures, but those types of strate-

gies tend to tie up the company so it doesn’t move forward.

You’ll have much more success in your presentations if you take

the time to ensure your strategy strengthens the organization

and prepares it for the future.

This section takes a much different tack than Part One,

where you make people feel comfortable with the strategy you

present. Now you are taking the tact, either implicitly or explic-

itly, that the company isn’t doing well enough, that the com-

pany needs to change, and that if it doesn’t change in time, it

will die. You will be delivering the power, showing how your

strategy will help the company succeed in the future.

In some cases you might be working in a company that is

totally committed to growth and positioning itself for the



future. Then you should review the steps in Part One and focus

on the points this section covers. But be careful: There are peo-

ple who prefer the status quo in every organization, no matter

how growth-oriented the company is. Don’t overlook Part One

or you may find a resistant audience.

Since in this section we are, for the most part, trying to

move the company forward, with the exception of higher man-

agement, I only use the phrase “wants to hear” with top man-

agement and use “needs to hear” with everyone else.
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Chapter 7

Explain the Future Fit

C
hapter 6 dealt with how your strategy fits the organiza-

tion today. This chapter transitions into how the strategy

also works to develop the company for the future. It is a

transitional part of the presentation where you move from

keeping your listeners comfortable to having them realize the

strategy helps prepare the company for the future. The point

here is to make this transition smoothly and start to get people

prepared for the upcoming part of the presentation when you

will really attack the issue of how the strategy impacts the com-

pany’s future.

You have to learn to deliver your strategy presentations

with power because companies are only capable of introducing

a limited number of strategies a year.The strategies that win are

ones that help not only today but also into the future, meeting

company long-term revenue and profit goals.

Some readers, and some of the people who will listen to

your presentation, might agree with the concept for position-

ing for the future for external strategies, but not for internal

strategies. But that is not sufficient; you must improve opera-

tions continually and cut costs if you are going to succeed 
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in the future. You need to show a fit for the future on every

presentation.

Your company may not have a written growth objective,

and it may not be well publicized or even thought out. Then it

is your job to quiz your boss, and even top management if you

get a chance, to find out what those goals are. You won’t be

effective presenting your strategies if you don’t have a clear

idea of how management believes it needs to change and

grow for the future.

External Strategies

Solving a Problem

You should start all of the strategies for solving a problem with

the phrase “this strategy doesn’t just solve an immediate prob-

lem; it also takes a step toward our future goals.”

Higher management wants to hear: The strategy is aligned

with longer-term goals.

A stated objective by management has been to move into

this new market segment. Using this strategy not only

solves the current issue but also cuts the production unit’s

operating costs and will help us set the stage for the

introduction of our new line this fall.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The company is moving

forward.

We can’t afford to solve this problem in a way that just

allows us to make up lost ground. This strategy solves the

problem with our major customers and helps us jump
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back up to where we would have been if this problem

hadn’t surfaced, and puts us back on track to meet next

year’s ambitious goals.

Analytical needs to hear: We have done sufficient analysis

that the problem will be solved.

This strategy clearly helps position us for how we see the

market evolving. We have also checked with our

customers and distributors, who all feel this strategy

resolves the problem. This strategy kills two birds with one

stone, solving the problem and preparing the company

for the new market reality.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: We need to move

forward, correcting as we go, or we will fall behind.

This problem is derailing us from our objective of being

the first to enter this market. We can’t afford to wait until

we have every answer; we may need to correct on the fly.

The key is that the strategy addresses the problem while

keeping us focused on our mid-range growth plans.

Improving Performance

Higher management wants to hear: The improved

performance will help the company be prepared for 

the future.

Currently we are facing two new major companies

entering the market over the next three years. Our goal

has been to lock up co-marketing agreements with

manufacturers of complementary products to make

future competitors’ market entry more difficult. Realigning
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our technical service group will allow better service of our

major customers, but it will also allow us to customize

interface technologies with our co-marketing partners.

Action-oriented needs to hear: This strategy is ideal because

it will minimize the need for other improvements in the

future.

This strategy of a system design Web site for distributors

to use with their customers also is a first step in the

company’s goal of providing a consumer design site that

allows designers to specify our product line. Making this

improvement now will allow us to cut the design time of

the consumer site in half.

Analytical needs to hear: The specific company goal that the

strategy is meeting; no other strategy is a better fit.

Improving the performance of (state the specific

improvement) is important to the company goal of

penetrating the emerging market (state specific market).

We need this improvement to meet our goals this year,

but it does double duty preparing us to attack the new

market. Other solutions meet our current need but don’t

have an impact for our future plans.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Time is running out

to execute plans that prepare the company for the future.

The company has set aggressive goals for the future. Right

now, the strategies proposed to meet those goals have

been slowed by internal resistance. This strategy makes an

improvement we need now and reaches out for our future

plans. We need to start moving now or we will have to tell

management we won’t meet their goals.
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Creating a Strategic Advantage

Higher management wants to hear:This advantage meets

their long-term goals; it is a strategy stronger than strategies

from its leading competition.

The strategy will solidify our position in what we feel will

be the second-fastest emerging market. Our three top

competitors are all fighting for a key advantage in the

fastest emerging market. The second market will grow 

40 to 60 percent as fast as the first market, and this

strategy will leave us in a strong protected position for

this important market segment.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The company has a clear

path to its final objective.

We have looked at the strategy’s impact on our key

objectives over the next three years and with this strategy

we will exceed our objectives each year. Five departments

are involved in the strategy’s implementation, but a task

force of one manager from each department will be

enough to keep the project on schedule.

Analytical needs to hear: This strategy will fit into other

company growth objectives.

The company has three major objectives for growth:

(state what they are). This advantage clearly attacks the

second objective. But it is also complementary to the

other two goals, and it won’t conflict with the proposed

strategies for those other two goals.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The program fits the

company’s goals well; resistance would be a mistake.
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I’ve looked at this strategy from every direction and it

clearly fits exactly with the company’s long-term plan.

I don’t think people will oppose the plan unless they have

created a better alternative strategy.

Addressing New Opportunities

Higher management wants to hear: This is a major

opportunity; it fits into our company strategy.

Our department keeps a list of opportunities we project

will develop in the next two years. We feel this opportunity

will be one of the top three because it provides a valued

benefit to a new set of customers. It also clearly fits into

our strategy of developing two new markets.

Action-oriented needs to hear: This strategy is lined up 

with company goals; it makes a significant impact on

those goals.

This strategy takes a major step toward meeting the

company’s major objectives. If implemented properly over

the next three years we will meet or exceed a major

objective that needs to be accomplished to grow the

company in the future.

Analytical needs to hear: The green lights for the strategy

are far more important than the red lights.

Obviously any strategy that is expected to impact the

company for the next three years will have risks. But the

green lights, especially its complete fit with the company

goals and its alignment with our target customers’

requirements, indicates we should move ahead.
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Conservative or hostile needs to hear: No other

opportunities are in sight that meet the company’s

objectives as well.

Our company has stiff competition from well-run companies

that have strategic growth plans.We must stay at least even

and preferably move ahead of them.This opportunity has

an enormous upside for us and, frankly, there are no other

opportunities we can pursue that will have a similar impact.

Internal Strategies

External strategies have more glamour but don’t downplay the

importance of internal strategies. True growth and constant

realignment of a company with customer goals usually can’t be

completed without internal strategies that impact the com-

pany just as powerfully as external strategies.

Solving a Problem

Higher management wants to hear: The strategy has both

short- and long-term ramifications; it fits the company’s

long-term objectives.

This strategy offers more than a short-term solution for

our backorder situation; it provides a new job tracking

system. The job tracking system will cut our production

time from one week to five days. Shorter turnaround time

is a major company long-term goal.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The strategy does meet long-

term goals; the company is ready to move on the solution.
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This strategy solves our problem but also meets our

strategic goal (state the specific goal). We have done most

of the groundwork to investigate implementation, and we

are convinced we can move forward in two weeks and

have the entire solution in place in six months.

Analytical needs to hear: The strategy truly impacts the

long-term objective, justifying the effort to move beyond

an immediate solution.

The strategy certainly also impacts our long-term

objectives. While we don’t feel the strategy is a total

solution to all company goals, we can meet those

objectives if we treat this step as phase one of the

solution. We can schedule the implementation of the

second phase (state what that will be) in January.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: A problem is not an

excuse for not hitting long-term objectives.

We have made promises about meeting objectives. No

one is going to accept a failure to meet our goals because

of a problem that has developed. We need to solve this

problem while staying on track and this strategy allows us

to do both.

Improving Performance

Higher management wants to hear: The improvement has

aggressive goals that match the company’s stated

objectives.

We have wanted to improve the performance of this area

for two years. We have searched for a strategy that offers a
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75 to 100 percent improvement. We felt we had to 

have an increase of that magnitude or the company

wouldn’t be able to meet its goal of cutting costs 

40 percent.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The strategy calls for making

changes and there are no other choices for meeting the

company goals.

I am recommending we take the strategy one step further

so that it can meet the company’s three-year objectives.

These measures are going to require changes in four

departments that will take six months to implement. We

can’t meet the company’s longer-term objectives without

these changes.

Analytical needs to hear: The strategy does address strategic

goals; and there is evidence it will meet those goals.

We can expand this strategy by (state the expansion) so

that it will address a key company strategic goal (state the

specific goal). We have looked at expected results over

three years in a study we completed and we believe the

strategy will provide 25 percent of the goal for reducing

factory overhead.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: What is the reason

that a perfect fit with the current organization isn’t the

right solution?

The strategy can be implemented without disrupting the

organization, but if we do that we are going to be subject

to immediate criticism that we don’t have a longer-term

view. We need the strategy to demonstrate we understand

the company’s long-term goals.
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Creating a Strategic Advantage

Your company’s internal long-term goals should be met with a

strategic advantage strategy.This section should strongly point

out the connection between your strategy and the goals.

Higher management wants to hear: This strategy perfectly

fits the corporation’s long-term goals; it can be executed.

Our long-term goal is an open technology architecture

that allows all the makers of auxiliary equipment to

interface with our equipment. This strategy of creating

interface specialists to coordinate the interfacing of

auxiliary equipment will simplify a salesperson’s job by 

50 percent, but the specialists will also be able to give us

the feedback we need to quickly design our desired

architecture.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The organization is on target

with its goals and objectives.

The company is trying to gain a strategic advantage by

establishing strong loyalty with independent field

designers. This strategy of creating the database of designs

that can respond to tabletop touch screen manipulation is

a clear first step in creating the loyalty the company seeks.

Analytical needs to hear: Other options have been reviewed

and the timetable is expiring.

This strategy is the result of an ongoing effort to find a

strategy that meets the company’s strategic goals. We

spent three months researching a variety of options and

this strategy created the best results and required the

least amount of resources. We are confident more analysis
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won’t change our results and we need to start moving by

the end of this quarter or we won’t hit our goal.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The strategy offers a

chance to meet the strategic objectives with a minimum

amount of disruption.

We need to push this strategy one step further so it

meets our long-term objectives. This strategy is a big step

toward meeting the goals without totally disrupting our

operations. Other options offer a more problematic

implementation and could derail our timetables.

Addressing New Opportunities

Higher management wants to hear: The new opportunity

makes a significant difference in operations that will

impact the long-term goals.

The new reorganization of the IT group is the first

nonincremental proposal to come out of the

administration area for the last three years. It offers a

streamlined process that will cut the IT group’s cost by 

45 percent. This is 20 percent of cuts in administrative

costs that were identified in our growth plans.

Action-oriented needs to hear: Pursuing the new

opportunity being proposed can be completed without

hindering forward movement on the corporate goals.

This opportunity will be implemented by a department

that is not involved in the other strategies to meet our

customer service goals—realignment of our regional

offices and establishing a licensed repair outlet program.
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Analytical needs to hear: The company’s goal is aggressive

and there is enough analysis to justify moving ahead.

This strategy is being proposed because of the company’s

target of cutting the time to introduce new products from

two years to six months. We are going to need multiple

strategies to meet that goal. Our analysis of this strategy

has been positive and we need it to move forward so we

have time to decide on and implement three to four

additional strategies.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The positives

outweigh the negatives; the company needs to make

decisions on moving forward or it won’t hit its goals.

This strategy calls for a complete implementation of the

MRP software, even though a partial implementation

would be easier. We need to do this because we want to

keep in mind the goal of doubling the output of each

plant. The benefits of the strategy have been proven and

we need to make a decision now, because if we delay we

won’t be able to catch up next year.
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Chapter 8

Grow the Company

T
his is the time in your presentation to take a pause, switch

your position if you are talking just to one person, or move

around the room if you are talking to a larger audience.You

will walk around, or switch positions to emphasize that what you

are about to say is extremely important. Growing the company is

the key factor that should be driving every strategy. Companies

that don’t grow die, and this is the part of the presentation you

never want someone to forget.This is true of every strategy even

if it is for a solution to a small problem on the shop floor. A com-

pany needs to focus on growth at all times and in all decisions. By

now it is clear what your strategy is and how it fits into the corpo-

rate structure. The question on your listeners’ minds should be

whether or not the project is really worth doing.

The balance of the presentation focuses on delivering your

strategy with power.The remainder of your presentation should

discuss: growth; value to customers; and finally, costs and

money. You will have most of your strategies accepted if you

can make the transition from “it’s a safe idea to implement,”

which is the focus of the earlier chapters, to “this is a strategy we

can’t afford to pass on.”
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Start your statements on growth with a phrase similar to:

“Growth is important to the company and I’ve taken care to

create this strategy so that it will play a role in meeting the

company’s growth objectives.”

External Strategies

Solving a Problem

Higher management wants to hear: The strategy does not

just solve the problem but positions the company for

future growth.

Field input was that we needed a solution. We took the

time to interview customers to find out their total needs

and we have restructured our processes to better meet

the customers’ overall needs. This leaves us in a stronger

position with customers and gives us a foundation for

future growth.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The company is moving

forward quickly.

We want to balance the need to move quickly, so we don’t

negatively impact our market position, and the need is to

find a solution that positions us for growth. This strategy

does both: It solves the immediate problem in less than 30

days, and we will respond to two unmet customer needs

as we implement the entire solution over the next three

months.

Analytical needs to hear: We have thoroughly analyzed that

the solution meets current needs while opening the door

to further growth.
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Two people from our department have visited key players

in the market. We explained that we were changing our

processes to solve the problem but that we wanted to

explore how we could change further to increase our

business with them. The input we received is the basis of

the strategy I’ve proposed.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: We can’t afford a

more limited solution.

This strategy solves a problem and helps us grow. I realize

we could have proposed a more limited solution, but then

to hit our growth objections we would have had to change

our processes again in the next 12 to 18 months.

Improving Performance

Higher management wants to hear: The improved

performance is adequate, or more than adequate, for our

growth objectives.

Our current growth objectives call for us to grow 

100 percent in the next five years and 30 percent this year.

The strategy calls for improvements in our sales strategy

that will be capable of 40 to 50 percent growth this year,

and another 20 percent jump in revenue next year.

Action-oriented needs to hear: This strategy will meet the

relevant growth objectives; the strategy implementation

can start immediately.

This improvement meets both our growth goals this year

and in the next three years. A plan has been worked out

for implementation and we can start moving forward in

the next two weeks.
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Analytical needs to hear: There is enough evidence to

support that the improvement will produce the 

desired results.

I initially learned of this new Web strategy at a conference

two years ago. To check on the growth we need, I called

up five other people who attended. Two of them had

introduced the strategy in their companies; one company

produced over 150 percent of the growth we need and

the second produced 175 percent.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Standing in the way

of progress would be a mistake.

This strategy will deliver 50 percent of the growth we

need over the next two years. The success of this strategy

in the growth of other companies is well documented and

the funding for it is available in our growth fund. It has

widespread support within the company and no one has

proposed a competing strategy to meet our goals.

Creating a Strategic Advantage

A strategic advantage strategy requires effort and any strategy

that you introduce must meet, or preferably exceed, the com-

pany’s goals.

Higher management wants to hear: This advantage meets

their long-term goals; it is a strategy stronger than the

strategy of the company’s leading competition.

Meeting our growth objectives over the next three years

is critical as our competitors are also being aggressive in

the market. This strategy gives a key strategic advantage
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with a customer subset where we have long dominated.

Our competitors won’t challenge us in this customer

group if we have this strategic advantage in place.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The company will be able to

implement the strategic advantage quickly.

This strategy supplies the strategic advantage we need to

grow. One of the company’s growth targets is to increase

dealer coverage to 95 percent of the market. We can hit

that goal with a new financing strategy for new dealers.

We have identified target dealers and can implement this

strategy in a six-month period.

Analytical needs to hear: A compelling case can be made

that this strategy will meet the company growth objectives.

Because this strategy plays such a key role in our growth

goals, we have: studied the outcomes of various market

scenarios; attended two conferences on the topic; had a

research report commissioned from a leading consultant;

and interviewed marketing people at two firms that have

launched similar programs. Every step of research we have

completed indicates this strategy will be successful.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The work completed

has been thorough; an alternate plan will be required to

derail the strategy.

Over the last few months I’ve worked with four people in

my department and six people from other departments to

formulate this strategy and all of us believe it is clear this

strategy will meet our goals. I believe the only event that

could mitigate this strategy is if someone has a better

alternative plan.
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Addressing New Opportunities

Higher management wants to hear: This opportunity

provides enough of the company’s growth objectives to

justify the effort to pursue it.

If we pursue this opportunity we will open the door to

this entire market segment where we currently only have

5 percent market share. Within two years we can

introduce four new products that will result in a revenue

increase of 15 percent.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The company is in a position

to move on this opportunity.

We are ready now to pursue this opportunity. Our sales

force already calls on some of the prospects, the prospects

already use our distribution channel, and R&D is ready to

release the products for production.

Analytical needs to hear: The opportunity is real and the

expected growth has been researched.

This opportunity in the market is the result of a shift in

everyone’s orientation toward green products.

Government programs have been enacted that provide

funding over the next three years. Our contacts with key

environmental groups all feel this market will grow at a

rate of 25 to 50 percent per year.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The company can

only grow by exploring other opportunities.

Our current sales are in a market segment that is growing

slowly as the market evolves. There is no way to generate

growth in that segment and we must aggressively pursue

new opportunities to generate company momentum.
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Internal Strategies

Internal strategies are just like external strategies: they need to

help the company grow. Internal strategies can also be expen-

sive as they can call for improvements in the organizational

processes, and many times require investments. Those invest-

ments must be tied to growth.

Solving a Problem

Higher management wants to hear: The problem has been

created by growth; solving the problem will encourage

rapid growth.

Our expanded national sales from our regional base has

overwhelmed our technical support capabilities.We need

to realign with regional support centers throughout the

country to meet today’s needs, and expand the department

capabilities to meet our growth over the next two years.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The strategy can be

implemented without any trouble; it is ready to go.

This strategy solves our internal problem but also puts us

in a good position to increase sales 50 percent by

expanding our service capacity. We have identified our

key outsourced vendors and are ready to move forward

within 30 days.

Analytical needs to hear: There is evidence to support the

claims that the solution will meet company objectives.

The Manufacturing Engineering has laid out our production

rates if we implement this solution.Their conclusion is we

will increase output 20 percent with the same personnel
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and space requirements.This nets us 30 percent of our

three current cost-cutting goals.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Consensus has been

reached that this strategy should be implemented.

The engineering and marketing personnel who have

reviewed this plan all agree it can meet the requirements

of solving our current problems as well as contribute

significantly to our growth objectives. The strategy has

been used by other companies with success and moving

now will enable us to get back on budget within 60 days.

Improving Performance

Higher management wants to hear: The improvement

stretches the organization in a way that helps accelerate

meeting the company goals.

This strategy forces the organization to drop some of the

company’s legacy policies that have inhibited many

changes to the company’s culture. The improvement

surpasses our goals and institutes a new matrix that will

jump start both our productivity and cost-cutting

objectives.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The improvement has

aggressive goals that match the company’s stated

objectives.

We’ve evaluated the strategy in relation to our three-year

objectives and three-year action plan and it helps the

company meet two of its three objectives and addresses

completely three key steps in our three-year action plan.
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Analytical needs to hear: The improved performance is

clearly the best choice for the company’s objectives.

Before recommending this strategy we had several

brainstorming sessions with people in relevant

departments searching for a list of alternatives. No other

strategy offered the same potential to meet our growth

objectives nor did any other strategy have the same

synergy with our company’s core strengths.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: There is no backup

plan to meet the company objectives if this strategy isn’t

implemented.

This strategy addressed the major constraint that has

prevented the company from improving costs. This

strategy addresses the key area we have targeted for

cutting costs. We must meet this target as management

has determined that competition will be lowering its costs

15 percent per year.

Creating a Strategic Advantage

Strategic advantage strategies should be bold and produce

more growth than the company’s objectives.

Higher management wants to hear: The strategy offers a

platform not just for the next three years but for a much

longer term.

We are the only company with enough projected revenue

over the next two years to switch from batch to continuous

production.That will give us a cost advantage that will
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allow us to gain market share and keep our competition

from duplicating our strategy.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The implementation details

have been worked out and the rewards of the strategy

(meeting the growth objectives) will come quickly.

If the strategy is approved we can quickly move forward

as the equipment required can be delivered in six weeks.

Within three months we will begin meeting our interim

objectives.

Analytical needs to hear: The strategy analysis was thorough;

the program will meet or exceed the growth plans.

The strategic action plan will consume all our resources

available to meet the internal changes required for our

objectives. Since the resources won’t be available to

pursue another strategy, we analyzed this proposal from

several perspectives and studied implementation at other

companies before recommending it.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The strategy is

clearly better than any other choice.

This strategy is key to the company meeting its growth

objectives. If we choose to pass on this potential growth,

we will fall behind competition, and we don’t have another

strategy to propose. This strategy is bold. It will meet our

objectives, and we have great confidence that we can

introduce this program.

Addressing New Opportunities

Higher management wants to hear: The company is

following a leading edge opportunity.
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This opportunity has just opened up because a leading

supplier must be sold. Seizing this opportunity is a bold

move that will control the majority of our material costs

for at least two years, and put us far ahead of our

corporate cost-cutting objectives.

Action-oriented needs to hear: This opportunity is a short-

term window for which the company has the resources to

immediately pursue.

We only have six weeks to act on this opportunity before

our exclusive rights run out. We have the resources to

move now, both financially and with workerpower, and

moving now will meet our productivity goals for the next

three years.

Analytical needs to hear: The opportunity has been

evaluated against other opportunities that could also be

pursued.

When I first became aware of the opportunity I felt it

looked like a perfect solution to our growth goals. But

before jumping on it, I created an evaluation chart to

compare it against other opportunities and this one was

far better than the rest in terms of results and ease of

implementation.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The company needs

to move ahead or it will be passing on a clear-cut path to

meeting its objectives.

Strategically we must move on this opportunity. We may

not find a better way to meet our objectives and we can’t

afford to have people think we contributed to delaying or

preventing a winning path to our objectives.
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Chapter 9

Add Value to Customers

C
hapter 8 discussed how the strategy will provide growth

to the company. The growth sometimes comes from

increased operations, but in the end, all growth comes

because you add more value to the customer. Substantial,

long-term growth happens when you provide the values to

customers that are important to them.

Malt-O-Meal makes generic cereals such as Toastie O’s, a

generic version of Cheerios. They sell the product at a generic

price and have a nice business. That provides a benefit, but it

doesn’t get customers overly excited as they sell traditional

tasting cereals that can be bought from others.Their only value

is a cheaper price. Trader Joe’s, on the other hand, sells a line of

gourmet cereals that taste great with many flavors and tex-

tures.This adds value to the customers in what they feel is most

important: great taste.Trader Joe’s cereals are also cheaper than

similar brands from the major cereal companies, but they are

cheaper in the “best tasting cereals” category. Adding value in

an important area makes Trader Joe’s a much stronger com-

pany with higher growth than Malt-O-Meal, who has just mod-

est growth every year.
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External Strategies

External strategies are more easily tied to customers’needs, but

you want to go one step beyond this and show that you are

offering something very important to the customer.

Solving a Problem

Higher management wants to hear: The solution as

implemented meets an important customer concern,

desire, or need.

We’ve been able to tweak our strategy so it doesn’t just

solve the problem, but it also improves the (state a

specific benefit) that our customers tell us is the most

important reason they buy from us.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The customer will recognize

immediately the value the company is offering.

Before suggesting this strategy, we looked at past

customer surveys on what areas the customers would like

to see us improve. We were able to solve our problem in a

way that also addresses one of our customers’ top three

suggestions (name the suggestion). Customers will notice

the improvement immediately, and this strategy allows us

to turn a bad situation into our advantage.

Analytical needs to hear: The proposed value has been well

documented in interviews with customers.

We have taken in data on customers’ priorities for years,

but we haven’t always cataloged them in an efficient

manner. If we receive support for our strategy our first step

will be to e-mail a group of 100 customers to get their
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feedback on whether we are targeting a customer hot

button with this strategy.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: We can’t afford to

pass on this strategy; it is too important to customers.

New equipment is coming on the market, and our current

equipment can’t be counted on to interact with it efficiently

and accomplish what customers want.We can solve this

problem and also add two new features that target

customers’ top needs. If we don’t do this, another company

might, and then we could see our customer base erode.

Improving Performance

Higher management wants to hear: Our improved 

process also allows us to better meet our customers’

future desires.

This improvement of our performance also targets an

important customer goal that has been raised repeatedly

in customer interviews: it offers an easier way to

customize the final product that the customer buys.

Action-oriented needs to hear: Customers will easily grasp

why the improvement adds customer value.

The beauty of this improvement in our performance is

that our customers will immediately understand that we

meet their number one desire better than any other

competitor.

Analytical needs to hear: The company is certain that the

improvement will be perceived by customers as one that

adds value to them.
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This strategy provides increased functionality that

customers greatly value. We interviewed customers at one

of our local dealers for three days. Every one of the

customers rated the improvement at 7 or higher on a

scale of 1 to 10 as being important to them.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Customers are

enthusiastic.

We considered five improvements before recommending

this one. Our choice was easy as it was our customers’

enthusiastic first choice.

Creating a Strategic Advantage

Higher management wants to hear: The advantage will

provide value to customers for an extended period.

Using this technology on an exclusive basis will produce

an improved performance that meets the government-

mandated performance goals for the next five years.

Customers won’t need to worry about buying new, or

retrofitting their equipment for a minimum of five years.

That provides tremendous value to our customers.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The new advantage will be

an easy sell to customers because of the perceived

advantage.

Our breakthrough screen technology offers a user

interface that is so customer friendly that customers need

less than 30 minutes of training. This is compared to over

three hours for our competition. One trial run and

customers are sold.
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Analytical needs to hear: The argument that the strategy

provides value to the customers is backed up with

customer feedback.

We want to ensure that the strategy maximizes value for

the customer. We have involved input from over 20

customers prior to creating the strategy. They back the

strategy 100 percent and have all promised to increase

business with us once we complete our implementation.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Key customers are

supportive of this strategy.

The three customers that the management team listens

to, (name the three), have all come out in favor of this

strategy. They will offer management an earful of negative

reviews if we fail to move ahead.

Addressing New Opportunities

Higher management wants to hear: This opportunity ties

into customers’ priority goals.

Our customers want to be able to better serve this new

application for their products. Adding this new service will

allow our customers to offer a better package to their

customers.

Action-oriented needs to hear: Customers will quickly see

the value to them if the company pursues this opportunity.

Pursuing this opportunity provides us with a major selling

point as it shows without a doubt that our major interest

is meeting the key needs of our customers so that they

can in turn grow their business.
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Analytical needs to hear: The opportunity should be

pursued because it provides more value than any other

option the company has considered.

The strategy of capitalizing on this opportunity produces

strong benefits to the company, but it also has the crucial

advantage of providing increased value to the customer.

Our studies indicate our customers will spend on average

six hours less per month on their operations once we

execute this strategy.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Customers want us

to pursue this opportunity.

This opportunity provides the same benefits to customers

as the opportunity we passed on last year. As you know

we received many customer complaints after we failed to

seize that opportunity. Customers will be very upset if we

pass again on an opportunity that they perceive will

better meet their objectives.

Internal Strategies

Companies make a major mistake when they feel internal

strategies don’t impact customers. Internal moves should also

be made to improve your company’s ability to meet your cus-

tomers’ current or future needs.

Solving a Problem

Higher management wants to hear: Solving the 

problem positions the company to meet an important

customer need.
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This solution goes beyond just solving a problem; it

dramatically cuts our customers’ administrative costs.

Action-oriented needs to hear: Customers will be excited;

the solution provides extra value to the customer.

We will be able to create a real buzz with this solution

because realigning our technical teams and assigning one

team to each customer allows our customers for the first

time to have an assigned team to understand their

ongoing problems.

Analytical needs to hear: Customers will see the same value

of the strategy as the company does.

One of the additional benefits to solving our packaging

cost problem is that we are helping two of our customers

minimize their packaging waste, a priority to both now

that they have to pay to recycle.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Strategy needs to be

implemented because the consensus is that the solution

also meets a key customer need.

One of the reasons this solution has picked up steam in the

organization is that it also gives our application engineering

department more time to customize solutions to meet

specific customer requirements.This is a customer benefit

the company has been promising for over 18 months.

Improving Performance

Higher management wants to hear: The improvement

provides a key function that helps the company satisfy

customers’ needs or demands.
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Improving our inventory management system will allow

us to fill expedited order requests over 50 percent of 

the time, which will help our customers deliver their

orders on time.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The company will be 

able to sell this new benefit to customers and 

increase sales.

This improvement in our internal customer service

operations will allow customer service reps to give an

update on shipping in seconds. This will immediately help

customers improve their production scheduling and

move closer to a lean production system.

Analytical needs to hear: The extent of the value to the

customer has been evaluated.

This improvement in our database system also provides a

key customer benefit: It allows them to quickly obtain the

right repair information from customer service. Our

research with customers indicates that their obtaining key

information in a timely manner will cut their service costs

10 percent.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The increase in value

to the customer is even more important than the impact

on internal operations.

This improvement in the quality department will 

allow customers to cut their inspection time by 

50 percent as our product uniformity will improve

dramatically. The customers’ savings will be even 

greater than ours.
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Creating a Strategic Advantage

Higher management wants to hear: The advantage

resulting from this internal strategy will result in major

market share growth.

Our strategy of distributing our technical analysis team at

regional offices will offer those offices the research they

need to recommend stocks and provide major customers

a perspective on their local stocks. Being the first of the

national brokerages with this strategy will be a huge

advantage to our sales force as customers like to invest in

key local stocks.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The success of this strategy

is crystal clear; executing the program will not present any

major problems.

Signing this agreement which aligns our research staff

and research projects with the university will give us

access to the nation’s most successful development

program in our field. This move will make us the market

leader in under two months. Key customers will want to

see our salespeople frequently to learn what’s coming in

the market.

Analytical needs to hear: The analysis of how customers will

value this strategy was thorough.

I believe this strategy offers value to kitchen designer

customers as it allows them to access an easy-to-navigate

photo retrieval and product specification site. We had six

designers take a three-day “test drive” of the system and

all rated it a 9 or 10 on a scale of 1 to 10.
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Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The presenters have

far more and far better information than he or she has.

This strategy will cut our costs and improve our

operations a minimum of 15 percent, and at the same

time generate value to the customers by allowing us to

stage our shipments so the customer can cut project

assembly and completion time by 50 percent. I’ve

completed a financial analysis, an implementation plan, a

risk-reward study, and a report on my conversations with

customers. The reports all demonstrate that we should

move forward.

Addressing New Opportunities

Higher management wants to hear: The opportunity helps

the company, helps the customer, and improves the

company’s image.

Using this new part numbering and database system will

help us gain ISO certification which helps our ISO

customers keep their certifications. It will also allow us to

electronically transfer serial and part numbers, along with

product configuration details that can automatically be

loaded into the customers’ database. The customer will

have less entry time and more accurate records.

Action-oriented needs to hear: Customers will 

understand and appreciate the value the company 

will be offering them.

This improved data tracking will allow us to offer

customers 90-day price protection on all quotes, three

times the industry norm of 30 days. That is an important
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benefit when the economy is slow and customers need to

wait until they have cash in hand to order.

Analytical needs to hear: All of the downside risks have

been carefully evaluated.

The upside of this strategy is the customer can generate

its financial reports only hours after having their financial

data complete. If the strategy doesn’t work, and we are

late, customers will be irate. We’ve ensured that every

major component has extensive field experience, and we

will send two of our people for five weeks of training at a

company that has already taken advantage of this new

process flow for high-speed printing.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The company has a

lot to gain; introduction will not be difficult or expensive

compared to the strategy’s benefits.

The value to the customer of this change is about 

20 percent of whatever that customer purchases in a year.

We save 5 percent or more on our operations. Our team of

four will have this strategy up and running and

benefitting everyone, the company and our customers,

inside of two months.
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Chapter 10

Detail the Costs

N
ow that you have worked hard to show why your strat-

egy offers an ideal platform to provide the company

growth and offer the customer value, you need to deal

with the issue of cost. Your strategy will have a cost, which you

should state specifically, but then you need to explain how the

costs will be paid, and, if appropriate, what impact paying those

costs will have on other company programs. The costs should

be stated as money and, if relevant and significant, also list the

number of employees or other resources needed to implement

the strategy.

External Strategies

Solving a Problem

Higher management wants to hear: The costs are justified

by the benefits; well within budget guidelines.

The costs of this program are (state $ amount), plus we 

will tie up two process engineers for 30 days each. The

problem will cost us far more than that if it lingers over the
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next six months and we can use funds from our

maintenance budget to pay the costs.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The costs won’t affect, or will

minimally affect, implementation of other programs.

The costs will be under $15,000. We are under budget on

our outsourced administration budget and we can use

those funds to pay for the program and avoid delaying

any other strategies.

Analytical needs to hear: The program has been evaluated

against other choices and offers the best cost-benefit ratio.

The cost of this strategy is $26,000. We have the money

available in the marketing budget to cover this cost. This

strategy had a better cost-benefit ratio than the other

proposed solutions, and it also is the only one that we

could pay for without major restructuring of this year’s

budget.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: We can’t afford to

pass on this strategy; it is too important to customers.

The cost is projected to be $38,500. Despite the cost we

need to move ahead because the situation is creating

additional problems that could cost us several

distributors. We will need to hold back on our field 

service training programs for three months to pay for 

the program.

Improving Performance

Higher management wants to hear: Costs are far less than

the benefits; results in a favorable variance to budget.
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The cost of this program is $125,000. We will recoup this

cost in four months with increased sales in the Northeast

region and at the end of the year we will be ahead of

budget.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The costs are well defined

and won’t be higher than anticipated.

The $48,750 cost is well documented with quotes from

our vendors. We will be able to offset these costs with a

realignment of our trade show attendance this fall.

Analytical needs to hear: Costs have been evaluated by a

qualified individual or team.

The accounting department has determined the cost 

of the strategy to be $22,500. We will cover the costs 

by cutting back on our ad program the last three months

of the year and by delaying our new brochure for 

three months.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Cost is low

compared to the benefit; can’t afford to pass on this

opportunity.

The $24,000 cost is low compared to the $250,000-plus in

sales we will gain for the year. We can’t afford to pass on

this improvement as it positions us to land several of the

market’s top 10 customers.

Creating a Strategic Advantage

Higher management wants to hear: The cost creates a

strong advantage comparable to or better than other

programs in the past.
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This program will cost $425,000 to implement over the

next 18 months including the time of current employees,

adding two new employees, plus all associated costs. This

program will increase our market share of our major

market at least two points and will cost only 50 percent of

our last major program. We currently have a $125,000

positive variance on administrative and marketing costs

that we will use to start the program, and we will also cut

$125,000 from the marketing and administration budget

from the remainder of the year to launch the program. We

will cover the remainder of the $425,000 with our

increased sales and we will end the year on budget.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The costs can be absorbed

or covered without negatively affecting any department.

The costs are significant but we can cover the $98,000 in

costs from the 5 percent higher margins we will obtain

due to higher prices. Costs will be placed against quality

control and factory overhead, but the higher margins will

keep the plant at its budgeted cost of goods sold.

Analytical needs to hear: All costs have been considered,

including opportunity and personnel costs when

evaluating the strategy.

The cost of the program will be $418,000. This is a

complete cost, including current personnel, one new hire,

equipment, software, and travel and marketing costs. This

program also will prevent us from pursuing an alternate

market, where we were projecting annual sales of

$500,000 to $1 million. We will pay for this program from

the budget for the Licensing Agreement program that we

have dropped.
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Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Costs are high, but it

is the only cost-effective strategy to meet the company’s

objectives.

The costs of the program are $1.2 million over the next

year. The company has budgeted $1.75 million for

reorganizing its distribution network. This amount will

cover the cost of the strategy. There are only two other

proposals for reorganization, and neither of those has as

high a cost-benefit ratio, and both have higher cost.

Addressing New Opportunities

Higher management wants to hear: The cost is quite

reasonable considering the size of the opportunity.

The cost to this program will be $375,000. The market

size is over $10 million and we should be able to at least

gain 25 percent market share. We will drop our efforts 

to pursue the budgeted market opportunity (state what

it is) to cover the cost of the program. This opportunity 

is four times bigger than the budgeted market

opportunity.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The costs of the program

will not adversely impact operating margins of the

division or the company.

The costs to go after this opportunity are $285,000, which

includes new personnel, a new marketing program, and

changes in our trade show booth. Pursuing this

opportunity will enhance the sales in particular of our

Advantage line so we are going to cut that line’s marketing

and trade show budget to pay for the introduction.
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Analytical needs to hear: The costs are an accurate

reflection of what the company can expect.

Our costs have been projected by the marketing financial

analyst to be $330,000. That covers all expenses. We will

pay for the program with the budgeted money for the

introduction of the E–2000 line, as that product has run

into reliability problems in field tests.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: No other programs

have a cost-benefit ratio better than this proposal.

The program will cost $85,000, but it will make us a player

in a $5 million market. This is the only opportunity

available with a low cost with such a strong upside

potential. We will delay our plant maintenance overhaul

two months to introduce the program, and then use initial

profits from the strategy to pay for the budgeted

maintenance.

Internal Strategies

Solving a Problem

Higher management wants to hear: Costs are for a

significant improvement, not simply to fund a program

that is just enough to eliminate a problem.

The costs of the program are $95,000. But this strategy

does not just solve our immediate problem; it is also

putting in place several procedures that we had planned

on adding next year. We can pay for the improvement
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from our budget line of IT maintenance and accounting

software.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The solution won’t disrupt

overall operations; the solution will provide clear-cut

benefits.

Our solution will cost $48,000. It solves the problem and

provides additional benefits that are important to our

quality certification. We can pay for the project from the

money we had budgeted for quality certification, but we

will also recover about twice the costs in savings.

Analytical needs to hear: Costs have been carefully

calculated; cost impacts to other departments have 

been considered.

A detailed costing of this strategy projects the cost at

$85,000. The solution can be paid for out of the affected

department’s budget and there will not be a cost impact

on any other department.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Costs are in line with

other solutions implemented in the past; strategy offers

customer benefits.

The cost is $125,000 which is 10 to 20 percent lower than

our solutions to similar problems in the past. We are losing

over $25,000 a month now, and this solution will stop that

hemorrhaging. The new solution will also save us $15,000

per month over our original budgeted costs. We will be

unfavorable in our maintenance budget with the solution

but will cut the deficit to $30,000 by the end of the year.
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Improving Performance

Higher management wants to hear: The cost of the

improvement can be justified by the company’s improved

ability to serve customers.

The planned improvement costs $275,000. It will cut our

lead time by 40 percent, cut scrap, and also improve our

quality. The project has a two-year payback based on

scrap alone, but it has the added benefit of improving our

customer service. This project will be paid for out of our

capital equipment budget.

Action-oriented needs to hear: Costs are acceptable

because customers will quickly notice their benefits from

the strategy.

The cost of improving our order entry and billing system

is $82,500. Money for customer service improvements has

been budgeted and will cover the costs of this program.

The new order entry system will drastically cut our 4

percent error rate on order entry and eliminate 

99 percent of the billing errors we’ve made in the past.

Our distributor customers will notice our “error free rate”

within 30 days.

Analytical needs to hear: The cost provides a better cost-

benefit ratio than other potential programs.

The cost of this administrative improvement is $50,000, but

it will allow us to expand the work 30 percent without hiring

additional personnel.We evaluated four improvements and

this strategy had by far the best cost-benefit ratio. Besides

our savings, customers will be able to get order shipment

data online 24/7.
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Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Costs are best spent

now; waiting will be a mistake.

Enlarging the shipping area is a $75,000 expense, but it

will allow us to get every shipment out in one day. We

need to make this change now and improve customer

service before our competitors’ new plant comes online.

Creating a Strategic Advantage

Higher management wants to hear: Costs versus risk versus

benefits: Does the program really make sense?

The cost is $450,000 to put in equipment that allows us to

customize our product for each customer. Sixteen percent

of our customers have requested a custom design at one

time, and adding this equipment could raise sales $2.5

million, or 8 percent per year. We do have the money for

the projected costs available in our capital budget that

isn’t currently earmarked for an immediate project.

Action-oriented needs to hear:The strategy has a high chance

of success; cost is justified by the scope of the program.

The cost is $1.7 million, but it moves our production to the

level where we can be considered for a large contract

from a truck manufacturer. We would be one of only three

companies in the market with enough volume to serve

truck manufacturers. Landing just one of those customers

would triple our sales. Without this expansion, the

industry won’t have the capacity required to serve

customers’ demands.

Analytical needs to hear: Costs of implementation, savings,

and customer response have all been carefully evaluated.
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The cost of $225,000, and savings of $515,000 per year,

has been vetted by accounting, engineering, and an

independent consultant. Marketing has interviewed 12

customers to verify demand. We are confident of all the

numbers we are projecting for this program.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The cost is necessary

as the company needs to reinvent its operations or move

to the next state of business development.

The program will cost $1.5 million. We need to move

ahead. The market is changing rapidly from a series of

small customers to a market dominated by three major

customers, which will increase the market by 500 percent.

If we don’t move forward, and establish ourselves first as

the major supplier, we will definitely be left behind.

Addressing New Opportunities

Higher management wants to hear: The cost is justified

because it is an important opportunity.

This technology will cost $65,000 to implement

throughout the company’s branches. This technology

costs 50 percent less than the new IT system we were

going to introduce and it provides more capabilities and a

much better Web interface for customers.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The cost of the opportunity

is reasonable; the company can move on the opportunity

immediately.

Adding software to facilitate our work flow process will

cost $82,000. This will eliminate the need for two people
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in production planning and we can implement the

program in four weeks. We will fund the program by not

replacing the software programmer who recently left the

company.

Analytical needs to hear: Costs and benefits to the company

are well researched.

Adopting the new advanced version of the optical

inspection system will cost $40,000. With this system we

will be able to demonstrate our materials have the lowest

standard deviation in the industry. We successfully

illustrated particle size analysis of ours and our

competitors’ product with two of our top customers and

both were surprised at our tighter control of particle size.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Company may start

to lag behind competition if this opportunity is not

addressed.

This new smart technology that allows machines to

wirelessly pass data without going through a server will

cut production costs over 10 percent by allowing us to

break away from sequential manufacturing. The benefits

are so strong we have to expect competitors to adopt the

technology. We need to move now to stay ahead of our

competition.
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Chapter 11

Making Money

I
n the end it is all about making money. A business is just like

an investor, they have lots of choices and they should choose

the option that offers them the highest return that has an

acceptable risk. Money includes the “costs” part of the strategy

that I discussed in the last chapter. But now is when you want to

end the “delivering the power” part of your presentation about

the money the company will be making (or losing) from the

decision. You should have a positive money result to report

before presenting a strategy.You can present the money part of

the presentation as a return on investment (ROI), over one or

more years; as a payback period, how long it will take to pay

back the expense; or in terms of increased revenue and profit

per year. Or you can present the money section with all three.

You can talk about money on a short-term, mid-term, or

long-term basis, but you need to quantify, at least in ballpark

terms, what the company will receive back. Money comes in

many colors—revenue and its subsequent profits and costs are

the obvious first two—but your strategy can also help you sell

complementary products, solidify sales in an application or
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market to increase future sales, or allow you to add more pro-

duction capacity without significant costs.

Start out all of your phrases with something similar to “the

financials on this strategy look very strong.”

External Strategies

Solving a Problem

Higher management wants to hear: The strategy provides a

profitable return with additional side benefits.

We will have a payback period on our costs of just four

months by recovering our lost sales. In addition, we feel

solidifying our position at our major customers should

increase sales of other products (state the amount) in the

first year, with gross margins of (state the amount).

Action-oriented needs to hear: The financials indicate the

company should move ahead immediately.

This strategy will bring us back to 10 percent over

budgeted sales and profit levels for the year. Just the

increase in sales produces enough profit for a payback

period of less than six months, plus our margins will

increase 2 percent. Our financials exceed the company

spending guidelines for new programs by over 

50 percent.

Analytical needs to hear: The financial data is accurate; this

strategy is the best option.

The financial data that we have prepared with accounting

shows an ROI of 80 percent per year for the next three

years. None of the other three proposals being offered
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promise any results except stemming the sales losses we

have suffered.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Everyone will be

pleased with the financials.

This strategy dramatically turns our problem into a profit

opportunity. We will be able to produce a three-month

payback period by resolving the problems of the product

auction Web site with increased advertising. We also

expect to increase sales of our services on the site by 

15 percent, increasing annual profits a minimum of (state

amount).The results are far better than anyone expected

when the problem first came to light and we have received

enthusiastic support from all the field managers.

Improving Performance

Higher management wants to hear: The project has great

returns with low risk.

The project has a 25 percent return on its investment. We

feel the return numbers are solid with little risks because

our two major distributors have both reported that, with

these improvements, they will be able to increase

business with us.

Action-oriented needs to hear: Good returns; improvements

can be in place quickly; project has side benefits.

This project will have a one-year payback period and we

can start initiating phase one in three weeks. This

improvement will also help position us as a player in the

manufacturing software market which will help pave the

way when we introduce our two new products next year.
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Analytical needs to hear: There has been an in-depth

analysis on the financials; risks have been appropriately

considered.

The financial analysis we’ve done with our consulting

group shows a 37 percent ROI for the first three years. We

also did an analysis for scenarios where our two biggest

risks occur: (state what those risks are). The first risk

developing would give us an ROI of 22 percent while 

if the second risk occurs, our ROI would only drop to 

30 percent.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Financial ratios are

positive; company needs to move ahead.

This improvement will increase sales 15 percent, and

profit 24 percent, over the next three years. Our return on

investment will be 41 percent. More importantly we have

not changed our product line for this application in four

years. Our competitors have upgraded every two years

and without this improvement we could find ourselves

out of the market.

Creating a Strategic Advantage

Higher management wants to hear: The strategy has a

strong ROI; additional benefits in the future.

This strategy has a projected annual ROI of 41 percent

over the next five years on our current product line. At a

minimum, the advantage also will increase sales of our

upcoming Slim Line product line by 40 percent, and it will

help the sales of our subsidiary in Europe by 25 percent.
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Action-oriented needs to hear: The strategy has a strong

ROI; plan is ready to be implemented.

We will have an 18-month payback period. We have an

implementation plan ready to put into place and can have

the project ready to present to customers in six months.

Analytical needs to hear: This strategy has been evaluated

against others.

Our ROI for this project over the next three years is 

55 percent. We also evaluated two other strategies that

held similar high returns. We chose this strategy because 

it provides an advantage that is most important in our

market’s fastest growing application (state the advantage).

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: No other project 

is available; ROI equivalent to past successful projects;

company will lag behind competition if it fails to 

reinvent itself.

Our ROI at 38 percent on this strategy is higher than both

of the company’s last two initiatives (state what they are).

Those two initiatives have carried us for three years but

we need a new program to keep our momentum. This

strategy is strong, with a good return. We don’t have

another strategy to substitute for it.

Addressing New Opportunities

Higher management wants to hear:The strategy has a strong

ROI; reasons opportunities will present strong margins.

We have a nine-month payback period on this

opportunity. Our partner in this market has always had
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margins over 50 percent, and our combined marketing

efforts are targeted at high end consumers who typically

buy high margin products.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The strategy has strong

financials; opportunity can be quickly pursued; no major

obstacles in sight.

All of the financial ratios on this project are 50 percent

higher than our minimum thresholds. We have a full

rollout plan ready for release, and none of our competitors

has taken any steps to pursue this opportunity.

Analytical needs to hear: Plan has a high return on

investment; information that supports that the

opportunity is real.

We are projecting a 41 percent ROI, the highest ROI we

have generated on a major project in the last three years.

This is based, in part, on the fact that the market size of

this opportunity is expected to grow 40 percent per year

over the next three years. This growth is supported by the

Association of National Retailers, the Distributor Council,

and our own internal market surveys.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Margins are good;

pursuing this opportunity is a “can’t miss” proposition.

The margins for products targeted at this opportunity

are 8 percent higher than our standard margin. We

already have three technology companies ready to

adopt our software and we will surpass all of our

company goals if we only get those three companies 

as customers.
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Internal Strategies

When it comes to internal strategies, most people only look at

costs and savings. But you should also add to the money equa-

tion what impact the strategy will have on customers, typically

by increasing their orders to you.

Solving a Problem

Higher management wants to hear: The strategy has a

strong ROI; funding for the program is available, preferably

within budget guidelines.

This project has a six-month payback. Solving the problem

with this strategy also puts us halfway to meeting the

objective of adding a customized ordering page on our

Web site for each customer.

Action-oriented needs to hear: Funding can be accessed now.

The project has a four-month payback time. By moving

now, we can also cut our shipment time by 25 percent.

Analytical needs to hear: The project’s returns are better

than alternative uses of the money.

The problem is costing us (state amount) per month. The

strategy will reverse those losses in two months with a

four-month payback. Not one of the IT departments’ other

pending programs has a return of less than 12 months.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The strategy

financials are strong; not moving forward will be a poor

decision.
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This strategy has a ROI of 75 percent and it solves a

problem that may hurt our customer service in the near

future. There is no reason to not move forward.

Improving Performance

Higher management wants to hear: The strategy ROI is

strong; improvements will offer customer benefits.

This improvement has double the payback of our

corporate guidelines. It fits into our long-term goal of

implementing a lean manufacturing system that will allow

us to offer “just in time” inventory shipment to our top

customers.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The plan’s financials are

positive; the improvement’s benefits will impact

customers quickly.

We will have a 58 percent ROI on this productivity

improvement. It will allow us to undercut the

competition’s pricing and increase our capacity by 

30 percent to be able to meet the market’s expected 

rapid expansion.

Analytical needs to hear: Improvement is significant and the

difference will be noticed.

This improvement has a 15-month payback period, and

will offer even better returns in the future because it

radically improves the company’s quality, reducing scrap.

The improved quality also puts us in a strong position to

pick up automotive accounts.
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Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The plan financials

are so strong that no one will be willing to stand in the

way of the project.

Our ROI this year will be 42 percent, and the ROI next year

will be 100 percent. These are better ROIs than we have

ever had on a project, and in addition the project will let

us bid on big projects from two new prospects, which

could add 20 percent to our revenues.

Creating a Strategic Advantage

Creating a strategic advantage typically creates high costs and

low ROI in the first year or two, but then a high ROI in years

three through five.Typically you need to explain ROI over more

years with a strategic advantage strategy. Again tie the advan-

tage into customer benefits whenever possible.

Higher management wants to hear: The ROI will be positive

at the beginning, and very high in years three to five; fits

with company overall efforts.

The new ceramic firing equipment meets our long-term

goal of being able to offer a unique high-end line of

products for department stores. Year two we will have an

ROI of 10 percent, but it will rise to 30 percent in year

three and 60 percent in year five.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The plan has strong

financials; high chance of success; and strong support

within the company.
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The ROI averages 38 percent over the next five years. This

advantage has been created by our R&D department with

the help of two universities and targets a large unmet

market need. We can move for quick implementation as

most, if not all, of the mid-level managers are in favor of

executing this strategy.

Analytical needs to hear: A long-term market situation

dictates pursuing the advantage; it has been well

researched.

Our ROI over the next three years will be 40 percent.

The market change this strategy addresses is dictated 

by new research that was supported by six university

papers at the last industry conference. Reports have

been filed by leading consultants indicating the market

change is real.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The financials are

good; the company must move ahead with the times or

fall behind.

We have excellent ROI on this project, 44 percent over the

next five years. This is 10 percent higher than our

strategies implemented three years ago and five years

ago. We need this strategy to avoid tying the hands of our

marketing and engineering departments in their

introductions of new products targeted at specific

customer needs.

Addressing New Opportunities

Higher management wants to hear: The financials are

strong; strategy fits into the company’s growth goals.
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Adopting this process change has a payback period of 

12 months, and will increase profits 10 percent per year

for the next four years. The strategy will smooth out the

production flow and help the company branch out of its

exclusively high-end markets into the mid-priced

department store market.

Action-oriented needs to hear: Financials are strong; money

is available now; an action plan is ready.

This strategy’s ROI at 45 percent is 10 percent over the

company minimum’s goals. We can pay for this added

improvement because we can use this new technology to

fix the (state the exact problem) without spending any

additional money than was originally budgeted. Our action

plan is ready and we can start execution within 30 days.

Analytical needs to hear: Plan has strong financials;

improvement will be sufficient for three-plus years.

The five-year average annual return on investment will be

64 percent. According to our studies, and a study by an

outside consultant, this improvement should have a life of

four to five years before the next upgrade will be required.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The ROI on this

project stands heads and shoulders above any other

option.

This strategy has an 18-month payback and will raise our

margins 4 percentage points. We have identified in our

three-year plan four projects, not one of which has

financials that come close to this one.
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Part Three

Closing Out: 
Getting Commitments

In Part One I discussed making listeners comfortable; minimiz-

ing their skepticism. Part Two covers delivering the power

behind the strategy, explaining why the strategy is right in

terms of money, and preparing the company for the future. In

this section we close out the presentation by getting commit-

ments. This involves: explaining the key elements of the pro-

gram so that people will understand you can execute the

strategy; detailing the advantages to reinforce the need to

move ahead; and finally asking for action.You will not always be

asking for a go-ahead for the program.Your presentation might

be to someone whose support you need before presenting to

top management, or you might need the go-ahead to prepare

a final action plan or need some other intermediate step. What

counts is that you get a commitment to keep the project mov-

ing forward.
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Chapter 12

Explain the Key Tasks

I
’ve seen many otherwise great presentations ruined at this

phase. Some presenters want to show how thoroughly they

have prepared and end up having a key elements section

turn into a complete action plan, which convinces people the

project will be difficult to implement. Or the presentation is so

long it cancels out all the earlier momentum. Another problem

with presenting too much information is you invite too many

comments and critiques that you may have to adopt into your

strategy, or worse yet that will derail the whole effort. Your best

bet is to keep your key tasks short, and try to keep your number

of tasks down to four or less. Let your listeners trust you to com-

plete the job. Building that trust has been one of the main pur-

poses of the presentation up to this point.

This chapter deals with your opening phrase for the key

tasks and what parts of a key task you should include.The parts

of a key task that you might list are: a brief description; person

or department responsible; and the timeline. For analytical peo-

ple and conservative or hostile listeners you may also want to

include the costs for the task and the funding source, even

though you have talked about it earlier. Giving that detail shows
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the analytical people you have been thorough, and it lets con-

servative people know you’ve done your homework and that

they will have trouble derailing your project.

For example, consider a project that will give a company

more accurate cost data on its production. “The first task will be

for the manufacturing engineering department to establish

raw material usage for each manufactured part. The depart-

ment can start compiling this data on May 1 and should have it

completed by June 15th. Two engineers will work on the proj-

ect 15 hours per week and we can complete the project within

the normal payroll without any consulting help.”

There will be times people come back and ask for a com-

plete plan. If they do, just set a date for presenting that plan.

Don’t try to ad-lib your plan as you are unlikely to be effective.

After the opening statement, simply state “the first task will

be”or “the key tasks are”and then list the specific tasks relevant

to your project.

External Strategies

Solving a Problem

Higher management wants to hear: Execution of the

strategy will be routine.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline.

The tasks are straightforward and divide nicely by

departments.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The timeline is tight but can

be executed.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline.
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Our timeline to respond, based on market feedback, is no

more than three months. We can execute the strategy in

that time.

Analytical needs to hear: Details have all been considered.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline;

cost for task; source for funding.

Every aspect of the plan has been looked at and all the

required people identified.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Nothing is going to

go wrong.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline;

source of funding.

We’ve streamlined the work groups to expedite the

process and avoid interdepartmental mix-ups.

Improving Performance

Higher management wants to hear: Sufficient resources can

be recruited to execute the strategy.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline.

We have identified key people from each department plus

one consulting firm to execute the strategy effectively.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The strategy will be

implemented quickly.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline.

We need this project to start out with momentum so we

have taken care to ensure that we have enough resources

for a fast start.
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Analytical needs to hear: Contingencies are in place to keep

the project on schedule.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline;

cost for task; source for funding.

We have identified our basic introduction team, plus

department managers have pledged additional help if

needed. We can also utilize as backup the consulting 

firm we used last year on our engineering design project

if we fall behind.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: There is no doubt

the strategy can be successfully implemented.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline;

source of funding.

This project is much simpler than our last improvement

and we have the same resources employed to guarantee 

a successful implementation.

Creating a Strategic Advantage

Higher management wants to hear: The company’s

organization is being realigned as needed to guarantee a

successful launch.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline.

We’ve considered both workerpower and the company

organization as this strategy has major resource

commitments. Marketing has identified three people to

head up this department, and engineering and

accounting have committed one person. We will be able
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to stay with our current organization with just minor

realignment.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The project is ready to move

forward without any delays.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline.

Four departments will be involved in this introduction.

Each has identified a lead person and support staff, and

we expect to start implementation in 30 days and

complete the project in seven months.

Analytical needs to hear: Rationale to support that there are

enough resources to do the job.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline;

cost for task; source for funding.

We will have a task force of six people from the three

involved departments to execute this strategy. Our last

major project (state what it was) proceeded successfully

with a similar task force of six people so we are confident

we have sufficient staff and funding in place.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The project will

succeed without delaying any other important projects.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline;

source of funding.

We have indentified the staff and resources needed to

finish the project in nine months. I’ve also spoken with

each department head to see if any major budgeted

programs will need to be delayed. Each of them has

figured out a way to complete each of their budgeted

programs by the end of the year.
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Addressing New Opportunities

Higher management wants to hear: The company can

pursue this opportunity without disrupting important

plans.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline.

With just a minor amount of juggling we will be able to

devote sufficient resources to this project without

impacting our other three major programs.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The company can move

ahead quickly without changing other deadlines.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline.

We are ready to pursue this opportunity immediately and

we can do that while still executing the plans to meet the

company’s other priorities.

Analytical needs to hear: The implementation plan will be

sufficient to generate the promised revenue.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline;

cost for task; source for funding.

We are counting on this opportunity for 10 percent of our

growth this year. Each department head understands the

importance of meeting that objective and they have

assured me the resources they need are in place.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The plan is orderly,

there are no hidden obstacles.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline;

source of funding.

We can capitalize on this opportunity within the current

operations of each department with just two new hires.
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We have considered potential problems and have

contingencies in place to handle any unforeseen

developments.

Internal Strategies

External strategies require interacting with customers and the

market and generally companies have a relatively easy time

having people work together. Internal strategies often run into

obstacles from turf battles as different departments work to

protect their particular areas. With an internal strategy you

need to list who is coordinating the program and who will be

responsible for implementing the strategy.

Solving a Problem

Higher management wants to hear: The person in charge

will resolve the problem according to plan.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline.

Our second most experienced application engineer, who

has resolved five problems over the last three years, will

coordinate the three departments involved to meet our

deadline of six months.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The right team is in place to

effectively implement the internal solution quickly.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline.

We have scheduled key individuals to work on this

strategy for the next 30 days so it can be implemented

quickly.
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Analytical needs to hear: Implementation plans have been

thorough.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline;

cost for task; source for funding.

Two of our IT specialists will head up the project. They

have already analyzed the situation and are committed to

a three-week turnaround on the project. Their plans have

been reviewed by our IT consulting firm also and they are

confident the plan is sound.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Key resources are

committed; every effort has been made to ensure the

project will go smoothly.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline;

source of funding.

The strategy is ready to implement. Two engineers have

been assigned, they have sufficient money for the project,

and they have already created an in-depth project flow

chart to finish the project in five months.

Improving Performance

Higher management wants to hear: The project will be able

to document the performance and cost savings.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline.

The project implementation will be six months. The teams

from accounting and marketing have already started to

document our current cost and volume throughput and

they will complete a final report to demonstrate our

actual savings. The team is committed to delivering both

the timetable and the final savings.
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Action-oriented needs to hear: Improvements will go in

place without any problems.

Parts to include: department or person involved;

timeline.

The project will be completed in four months. Two

members of the team have attended both a conference

on implementing this improvement and visited 

another company in the area that implemented this

improvement last year. We will be on schedule within our

targeted costs.

Analytical needs to hear: The chosen implementation plan

was the best choice.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline;

cost for task; source for funding.

We will implement the improvement over the next nine

months. Our plan was chosen from the three options

presented to us by a consulting firm based on our follow-

up calls with five companies that have already integrated

this improvement into their operations.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The plan has enough

research background and resources committed that it

can’t be attacked.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline;

source of funding.

This improvement was part of the training course our

engineers took last summer. At the course they spent a

week at a company with this improvement in place. Their

budget is based on the expenses actually incurred at that

company.
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Creating a Strategic Advantage

These will be major projects with inevitable problems in

implementation. Reconfiguring a company’s operations also

has risk involved. The team leader is all-important for these

projects.

Higher management wants to hear: An experienced person

is in charge; an outline of required top management

support; expected reports and updates.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline.

Our one-year timetable for the project is aggressive. (State

individual’s name) has agreed to lead our project and he

or she successfully launched our last major reorganization

in the plant. He or she has the support of the key

managers. Once the project starts he or she will file

weekly updates and have monthly meetings with a full

update report.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The team is ready to go.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline.

The strategy’s implementation has been evaluated by the

team leaders, who have also visited other plants, had key

vendors in, and discussed the final engineering with a

consultant who has implemented this strategy two other

times. The team is ready to proceed once the project is

approved and is committed to completing the project

within seven months.

Analytical needs to hear: The execution plan has been

chosen because it offers the best balance of cost, ease of

implementation, low risk, and likelihood of success.
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Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline;

cost for task; source for funding.

The implementation plan we are presenting was

determined by input from other companies that have

used this strategy and from multiple discussions with the

involved engineering staff. This plan takes longer to

implement at 12 months, but it causes less disruption and

has lower costs.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The plan has no

obvious holes to attack.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline;

source of funding.

We are confident we can implement the key tasks I’ll be

reviewing next. We have had the plan reviewed by the

two people (state their names) who led the last two major

projects; we have visited the vendor who will supply the

majority of the equipment; and we have the backup

support of the Vice President of Operations.

Addressing New Opportunities

Higher management wants to hear: Execution will be

successful; an orderly plan is in place.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline.

We are confident we can complete the tasks to take

advantage of this new opportunity. We have already run

some small-scale prototype work with success and have

already resolved potential problems and have mapped

out the introduction approach.
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Action-oriented needs to hear: The implementation can

move forward quickly.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline.

The completion of the tasks for this strategy has been

agreed to by the parties involved and we expect to have

the new equipment up and running in four months.

Analytical needs to hear: The plan to complete the tasks will

be thoroughly evaluated before proceeding.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline;

cost for task; source for funding.

We have a preliminary plan to complete the tasks involved

with this strategy. Before we proceed we will have the

plan vetted by additional personnel so we can ensure all

contingencies are covered before we proceed.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The people involved

in implementation have the qualifications to succeed;

they are above reproach.

Parts to include: department or person involved; timeline;

source of funding.

(State names) will be responsible for introducing this

strategy. This will be their fourth time bringing new

technology into our online ordering system. This

improvement is less complicated than the others and 

they don’t expect any delays in their work.
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Chapter 13

Detail the Advantages

N
ow that you’ve listed the key tasks that need to be com-

pleted, you should go back and give four to five advan-

tages of the strategy. You don’t need more than four or

five, but they need to be strong. Normally you give the advan-

tages in a bullet point list, one after the other. You want to rein-

force those advantages now fairly close in the presentation to

where you will ask for action.

The advantages you list should vary by the person you are

presenting to. Higher management responds differently than

an analytical person. Each phrase in the chapter explains what

type of advantages that listener wants to hear, and then 

offers a perfect phrase you can use as a preamble prior to list-

ing the advantages. After you state your phrase, then state

“these are the strategy’s main advantages” and then list them.

Always be prepared to answer the question of what the disad-

vantages are, but don’t include them in your presentation

unless asked.
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External Strategies

Solving a Problem

Higher management wants to hear: Strategy is a cost-

effective, forward-thinking solution.

The approach we are recommending cost effectively

solves our immediate problem but at the same time it fits

into our long-term strategy of improving our market share

in this key market.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The problem will be solved

quickly before the market realizes it is a major problem.

Our major goal when we addressed the problem was to

solve it before it became a lingering issue that the market

would remember. This strategy accomplishes that goal.

Analytical needs to hear: This strategy is not a knee-jerk

reaction to the problem.

There were several ways to approach this problem and we

chose the strategy that offered the most significant

advantages for the company.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The strategy is a

consensus decision.

Our goal was to move quickly on solving the problem so

we wanted to choose a strategy that we knew would have

company-wide support.

Improving Performance

Higher management wants to hear: The program plays a

significant part in the company’s current business plan.
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One of the advantages we wanted for this strategy was

that it could play a significant part in meeting the goals

stated in our three-year business plan. We feel this strategy

does that as well as offers several other key advantages.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The strategy helps create

market momentum.

One of the team’s key goals in creating this strategy was

to find one that included as an advantage a way to

quickly start the company’s market momentum. We chose

this improvement and its implementation with that goal

in mind.

Analytical needs to hear: Advantages are stronger than

other possible approaches.

We considered pursuing several improvements but chose

this one because it has stronger advantages than the

other options.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Others in the

company will respond well to this strategy.

This improvement in our online ordering system ties

directly to a cornerstone of the company’s philosophy: be

“easy to do business with.”

Creating a Strategic Advantage

Higher management wants to hear: This strategy meets, or

goes a long way toward meeting, the company’s future

objectives.

The main goal when we began considering this plan was

to create a strong strategic advantage that could carry the
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company toward its long-term growth objective. We feel

we’ve been successful meeting that target.

Action-oriented needs to hear: Implementation will be

straightforward with a low risk of significant delays.

The advantage of the program that was most important

to us was that the market would continue to see the

company moving forward more aggressively than any

competitor. In addition to meeting those objectives the

strategy also creates some significant other advantages.

Analytical needs to hear: Research has taken place to ensure

the advantages are real.

Before presenting our strategy advantages to you, the

team has conducted interviews with our sales force, key

customers, and distributors to ensure that the market will

prize these advantages.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The advantages tie

in closely with the stated objectives of top management.

This strategy represents a major commitment by the

company. We spent time making sure the advantages that

we created are important to management, and that we

could prove they would occur, if we were challenged.

Addressing New Opportunities

Higher management wants to hear: Pursuing this

opportunity will improve the company’s market position.

This new opportunity is the most significant one in the

market today. A major advantage of this opportunity is

that grabbing a leadership position in this new
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application will increase the company’s market share and

its importance to its distribution network.

Action-oriented needs to hear: Pursuing this opportunity

will have a quick impact on the company’s performance.

A key advantage of our strategy is that we can get it in

place to start increasing sales and profits in the third and

fourth quarters.

Analytical needs to hear: This is the best opportunity to

pursue.

The market has several opportunities at the moment.

We looked at the costs and benefits of each and felt the

advantages of this opportunity were superior to any 

other choice.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear:The advantages of the

new opportunity are too strong for the company to ignore.

This opportunity presents as strong if not stronger

advantages of any other project I’ve seen presented over

the past three years. This size opportunity comes up only

once every three to five years, and our strategy to exploit

the opportunity yields us tremendous advantages.

Internal Strategies

Solving a Problem

Higher management wants to hear: The solution fits into

the company’s future development plans.

The critical advantage we had to have on this solution is

that it wouldn’t impact or be impacted by the three-year
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plan on updating the IT department. The strategy also

provides several other advantages.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The strategy allows for a

quick, trouble-free implementation so the company can

move on.

The company management wants the department to

mature rapidly so we need our recommendation to offer

the advantage of a quick turnaround.

Analytical needs to hear: The advantages are greater than

other options.

We received input and solutions from others in the

company and compared the advantages of each solution.

This proposed strategy won hands down for the solution

with the most and strongest advantages.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The advantages

offered are important to key people in the company.

The one advantage management told us we had to deliver

was the need for fewer operators. Besides delivering that

key advantage this strategy offers several others.

Improving Performance

Higher management wants to hear: The improvement helps

accelerate the company’s internal goals.

The strategy has many advantages, but the most

important one is it provides the first step in simplifying

our server network. This is a vital step in meeting the

company goal of unifying our technical service under one

department.
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Action-oriented needs to hear: The strategy is in a “ready-to-

go state,” the improvements will be noticeable

immediately.

Among the strategy’s advantages are that we have the

people, money, and the equipment to start the project

right away, and they have the experience to ensure we

will see results within 60 days.

Analytical needs to hear: The expected results of this

improvement will occur.

The program has four main advantages. These advantages

related to improvement in performance have been

documented in several test studies we have run at our

other plant. That plant has also seen similar performance

gains in their own operations.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The advantages will

have strong support from others in the company.

We chose their strategy in part because the advantages fit

into the major objectives of both our engineering and

manufacturing groups, as well as the three-year objectives

of the company’s three productivity goals.

Creating a Strategic Advantage

Higher management wants to hear: The strategy either will

complete or add significantly to the company’s long-term

growth and profit goals.

We felt in proposing a major program and commitment 

that the strategy had to deliver a significant contribution 

to the company’s goal of cutting costs by 25 percent and
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increasing services to keep out foreign competition.We

pursued this strategy because its main advantage cuts our

cost by 20 percent, almost all of the total savings we require.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The team is ready to go,

results will become apparent quickly.

One reason we are recommending this strategy is that we

have the people in the company with the right skills to

implement this project quickly, and with the skills to

seamlessly introduce the strategy into current company

operations.

Analytical needs to hear: Advantages have been weighed

against the advantages of other potential programs.

Before recommending this strategy we did a careful

analysis of three other programs that could have helped

us meet the company’s three-year targets. None of the

other programs came close to helping the company 

meet its goals.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The program is the

only one with sufficient advantages to meet the

company’s objectives.

This major program must deliver in significant ways for

the company to withstand competition. No other strategy

has these same strong advantages to give the design and

cost advantages management wants.

Addressing New Opportunities

Higher management wants to hear: This opportunity has

significant potential advantages to make the project

worth pursuing.
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This opportunity has a major advantage in that it can be

introduced by just three people while having the potential

to increase capabilities of the department by 20 percent.

Action-oriented needs to hear: Pursuing the opportunity

doesn’t present any significant challenges.

One advantage of the program is that our engineering

group introduced this new technology twice before and

they feel confident it can be introduced quickly without

disrupting any of our operations.

Analytical needs to hear: The presenters can show the

advantages will actually occur.

The advantages of the program have been checked out

with the people who developed the software as well as

through interviews with multiple users. We have also

reviewed over 12 technical papers that study the

effectiveness of the software.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Management in the

company will prize these advantages.

We decided to pursue this opportunity after being charged

by management to find a way to cut our direct labor hours.

That is just one of the advantages of our strategy.
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Chapter 14

Ask for Action

T
he end of your presentation should always be a call for

action. There are many actions you might want. Some-

times you will just want someone’s support for a presen-

tation to higher management; other times you need approval

to do a further study or to prepare an action plan; and of course,

there are times when you want approval immediately. Make

sure you know exactly what response you want to this question

before you begin the presentation.

This chapter deals with phrases you can use to set up your

call for action. After you state that phrase, you should follow-

up the statement first with a statement about what you want

and then a request for the person to agree. For example,“This

strategy clearly fits into the company objective of rapid

growth in targeted applications. (The perfect phrase.) I’m

requesting today approval to prepare an implementation plan

for introducing a new technical service feature, and then when

that plan is complete, approval to move forward with the

introduction. (The statement about the action you are looking

for.) Do I have your approval to move forward?” (The request

for agreement.)
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External Strategies

Solving a Problem

Higher management wants to hear: The solution fits into

the long-term strategies of the company.

This strategy works through our distribution network

which ties closely into our three-year strategy of

improving the effectiveness of our distributors.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The strategy is a solution

that allows quick action that removes the problems.

This solution takes advantage of the workerpower we

have in place to quickly eliminate the problem before it

impacts our market share.

Analytical needs to hear: Strategy is clearly the best choice.

We graded this strategy much higher than any of our

other options, and it provides a complete cost-effective

approach to the problem.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Other parties will not

complain.

The strategy meets the key goals of marketing, top

management, and our distributors, and they should all

strongly support this proposal.

Improving Performance

Higher management wants to hear: The improved

performance is part of the company’s long-term goals.

This strategy meets our important goal of introducing

products with high durability to penetrate the road

construction market.
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Action-oriented needs to hear: The improvement will be

introduced quickly and with enough impact to make the

market notice.

We will be able to introduce this new improvement with a

big splash at the industry trade show in October. It will be

the highlight for our show marketing efforts.

Analytical needs to hear: Improvement is the best choice for

the company to follow at this time.

None of the other improvements we could undertake

matches this project’s sales and growth potential with a

similar modest cost. This program also has the fewest risks.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The project has a

strong positive to negative ratio.

The project has a few potential problems but they are far

outweighed by the positive aspects, including the strong

sales growth the last half of the year.

Creating a Strategic Advantage

Higher management wants to hear: This strategy is aligned

with the company’s future objectives.

This advantage will increase sales 25 percent per year, and

raise income 35 percent per year.Those are the objectives of

our five-year strategic plan.The advantage is significant and

it will take at least two years for competitors to respond.

Action-oriented needs to hear: Implementation will be

straightforward and the market will perceive the

advantage without an expensive or long-term marketing

program.
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The company can clearly implement this strategy as it

plays to our major strengths. The strategy is also

delivering benefits to the market that they have long

wanted, and in a manner that is more effective than the

market expects.

Analytical needs to hear: This project will succeed and

produce the expected results.

We have been studying this strategy for over four 

months with a team from several departments and 

we are confident we will hit or exceed the introduction

objectives and the three-year projected results.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The strategy is going

to have support from top management.

This strategy came forward in a preliminary fashion last

year and it had strong support from top management,

though they had several concerns. We’ve addressed those

concerns and are now confident we will have full support

within the organization.

Addressing New Opportunities

Higher management wants to hear: This opportunity is

significant and fits into the company’s plan.

This opportunity is an offshoot of one of our markets

targeted in our two-year plan. Exploiting this opportunity

improves our position in the target market and increases

our department’s sales by 10 percent.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The company is positioned

to capitalize on this opportunity quickly.
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This opportunity is one our current sales and distribution

staff can cover, and we only need to implement a new

marketing program and attend an additional trade show.

This will have a 5 percent positive impact on the bottom

line this year.

Analytical needs to hear: This opportunity has been

thoroughly studied.

We have received input from our sales department as well

as three potential customers that this is indeed a viable

strategy. This opportunity was a hot topic at the industry’s

last conference and we are confident it is the largest

opportunity in the market today.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The company will

look foolish if it fails to pursue this opportunity.

Our company has the equipment in place to exploit this

opportunity faster than any of our competitors. Our top

management has already been approached by customers

stating the need for the company to move ahead. The

company is going to look like it is dragging its heels if it 

is not the first to attack this new market.

Internal Strategies

Solving a Problem

Higher management wants to hear: The solution will

expedite the company’s current development plans.

The solution solves our problem by introducing early a

key step in the company’s lean manufacturing conversion
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plan. This strategy won’t negatively impact the timing on

that plan.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The solution won’t interfere

with the budgeted improvement plans already in place.

Our solution only calls for a minor change to the improve-

ments already planned and it can be executed quickly.

Analytical needs to hear: The advantages are greater than

other options.

Compared to our other options this solution has the best

return, and it adds the most toward our planned

operational upgrades.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The advantages

offered are important to key people in the company.

The one advantage management told us we had to

deliver with this strategy was the need for fewer

operators. Besides delivering that key advantage, this

strategy offers several other important advantages.

Improving Performance

Higher management wants to hear: The improvement will

accelerate the company’s internal goals.

This improvement ties directly into our operational

improvement plan for next year, and will cut 20 percent

off the time to introduce that plan.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The strategy won’t disrupt

company operations.

The consultant we are using will implement the plan with

just one IT person’s help and we can have the benefits of

this improvement without any downtime.
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Analytical needs to hear: The team has searched and

removed any potential bottlenecks for the project.

We’ve had two team meetings where we considered what

could go wrong with the project and have either

minimized those possibilities or prepared a contingency

plan for each. This project is ready to go.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The improvement is

needed to keep the company up to date.

We haven’t changed this part of our quality control

section for four years and on plant tours customers have

asked us when we will have an update in place. We need

to move before we fall too far behind.

Creating a Strategic Advantage

Higher management wants to hear: This strategy delivers

many if not all of the company’s operational goals.

This strategy will let us deliver 90 percent of our

operational goals inside of 15 months. That will free up

management time to launch our needed expansion.

Action-oriented needs to hear: The benefits will be clear,

and the strategy will motivate the affected employees.

The administrative group has struggled for consistency as

it has had to outsource much of its work. This strategy will

bring everything in house, cut our costs over 35 percent,

and give total operational control to the administrative

group. The administrative group now wants to push this

program forward.

Analytical needs to hear: The strategy will deliver the

promised benefits.
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We understand the need to be sure this program delivers

the benefits. We have run several analyses, had our other

location’s experts run an analysis, and checked on the

benefits with other companies. We are confident the

program will deliver.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: The competitive

advantage is a major step forward for the company;

without it the company will struggle to meet its goals.

This strategy meets most of our near-term operational

improvement goals. If we don’t move on it, we will have to

try and implement three to five programs to try and meet

our objectives.

Addressing New Opportunities

Higher management wants to hear: Opportunity fits into

the company’s goals.

Adding this technology fits into our goal of having a

better online quoting system. It meets not only our short-

term needs but our three-year projected needs as well.

Action-oriented needs to hear: Pursuing the opportunity

will build momentum in operations.

We can add this new technique in three months. It will

meet our six-month operational improvement goals and

give the department real momentum for hitting our

annual cost-cutting target.

Analytical needs to hear: The introduction team is confident

that the strategy can be executed as promised.
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We have worked this project on a small scale in our model

shop, and visited a company with the strategy in place. We

have resolved a few problems but now the project is

ready to go.

Conservative or hostile needs to hear: Opposition to the

plan from others is unlikely.

Incorporating this new production planning is supported

by the people we’ve spoken with, and it specifically

targets key company goals. No one has voiced any

concern about its implementation.
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Part Four

Sample Presentations

The book has presented the fourteen key steps in presenting a

business strategy. Each chapter stands alone and some readers

may not feel comfortable in putting together each section into a

final presentation. Other readers may not be convinced that this

approach will lead to a strong strategy presentation. To address

both possible reader concerns Chapter 15 and 16 offer eight sam-

ple strategy presentations.They demonstrate how the format fits

together into a tight and powerful strategy presentation that will

sell strategies to the listener.

One point to note is that the strategy presentation is not

long, certainly not the hour or two presentations that are fre-

quently prepared in many companies. Long presentaions have

two drawbacks, they can obscure the strategy’s straight forward

reasons for moving ahead and they give the listeners many

opportunities to find fault with some aspect of the presenta-

tion.This first presentation is to get the listeners to say “Yes.”But

if they need more information, then this presentation format

allows them to say “Yes” this idea has merit, but I need some

additional data.That allows you to then, typically at a later date,

to offer that information and receive then ask again for

approval to move forward.
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Chapter 15

Sample Presentations: 
External Strategies

Presentation to Management—Create a
Competitive Advantage

The Strategy

Form a division to serve senior dental patients that includes an

advisory board of crown and bridge specialists and an alliance

with leading dental schools.

Craft the Opening Statement

I believe the strategy I’ll present today will offer the company a

clear strategic advantage in one of our targeted customer

groups, dental patients over the age of 55.

Show Careful Consideration

I’ve researched both this market from our internal data and from

industry research available at the American Dental Association’s
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office and at the University of Minnesota. I’m convinced we 

can show rapid sales growth in this target market if we create a

product line strictly for senior patients.

Introduce the Strategy (Background Statement Plus
Statement of Strategy)

Our malleable dental crowns and new products for taking

impressions have been recognized by dentists as the best

option for seniors, as they minimize the chances of creating

new cracks in the tooth being reconstructed. My strategy pro-

posal is to turn this into a strategic advantage by forming a sen-

ior patient division. This division will develop products and

strategies based on the input of an advisory board of crown

and bridge specialists. Those strategies will be modified and

adjusted based on the marketing research and testing per-

formed by certain leading dental schools who have agreed to

be our alliance partners.

Address Listeners’ Expected Concerns

This strategy will have a strong impact on our bottom line as it

targets the market’s fastest growing segment and the segment

where we have our best margins.The strategy also will help our

other product lines as it will help initiate sales to dentists who

currently don’t buy from us. Right now, the percentage of den-

tists we don’t serve is 40 percent.

Show the Strategy as a Response

This strategy is a response to the fact that more and more sen-

iors are keeping their teeth until they die and they keep seeing
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a dentist twice a year. Seniors’ teeth are fragile but dentists

highly recommend that seniors keep their teeth versus wear-

ing dentures. Responding to this trend will help dentists and

their patients as well as improve our bottom line.

Demonstrate a Good Fit

One reason I’m excited about this strategy is that it fits in with

our corporate goal of being both a technological leader in the

market and being the first company to respond to new oppor-

tunities that require dentists to use new products and proce-

dures. We already have dental advisory groups and strong

relationships with key universities on our other product lines

and this strategy expands those relationships in a positive way.

Explain the Future Fit

The most important reason for moving ahead is that the mar-

ket for senior dental services is expected to grow over 8 per-

cent per year as the baby boomers continue to age. Baby

boomers were raised with fluorinated water, have much better

teeth than previous generations, and a large percentage are

expected to keep up the dental visits until they die.We need to

be positioned as the preferred supplier of products which meet

the needs of this market.

Grow the Company

The strategy fits the market’s future growth objectives and it also

exceeds our three-year revenue growth goals of 10 percent per

year. Our products sold to seniors make up 15 percent of our

sales and we expect to double sales to this segment over the
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next three years. We are also projecting that we will be able to

start supplying products to an additional 15 percent of the active

dentists which will raise the sales of the rest of our product line.

Add Value to Customers

Besides helping ourselves, this new product line will have an

enormous value to dentists. It helps prevent the dentists from

accidentally breaking a tooth and more malleable products

also provide a more pleasant experience for the patient. Break-

ing fragile teeth can occur, and most dentists then fix the tooth

with a crown either for free or for a major discount. With a

crown costing $1,000 and up, our new line could save dentists

several thousand dollars per year.

Detail the Costs

This program will cost $525,000 over the next 18 months. That

includes $75,000 to modify several products and change the

packaging of the entire line, $75,000 for the dental advisory

group, $150,000 to fund the university alliance research pro-

grams, and $225,000 for marketing. The program will be paid

out of the marketing budget’s usual operating funds. We are

delaying the new literature package for our line of dental deliv-

ery units and delaying our ad campaign for our line of dental

chairs to cover these costs.

Making Money

This strategy will have an annual ROI of 30 percent in year two ris-

ing to 50 percent in year four.We expect the strategy to raise sales

20 percent in year two and then add 10 percent per year in sales
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in years three, four,and five.This project has excellent returns and

a strong sales increase for a relatively modest investment.

Explain the Key Tasks

This project will be led by the Marketing Director of our Crown

and Bridge group. The product will be introduced in six

months, including the product and packaging rollout, the den-

tal advisory group, and the signing of university alliances. The

key tasks for this project are:

1. Redesigning packaging and creating an ad program,

which will be done by the marketing group.

2. Setting an advisory council of crown and bridge

specialists which will be completed by our Regional Sales

Directors.

3. Setting up university alliance partners and preparing and

supervising research studies. This will be completed by

the Director of our Dental Applications Staff who formerly

was a professor at the University of Minnesota.

Detail the Advantages

The impetus behind this strategy was to develop a competitive

advantage that could play a key role in meeting the company’s

three- and five-year plan sales goals. We also wanted to rely on

the company’s existing core strengths to do this. This is a quick

summary of the advantages.

1. Utilizes core company technology that is already

recognized as the market leader for treating senior

patients.
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2. Builds on the company’s existing relationships with

dentists and universities.

3. Targets the fastest growing segment in our market.

4. Provides the company a strategy that can be easily

launched by people currently on staff.

5. Offers strong financials in every area: ROI, sales, and costs,

and we can pay for the program out of our current budget.

Ask for Action

This strategy offers significant advantages for the company

and can play a key role in meeting all of the company’s growth

goals. Today I’m requesting approval to move ahead with 

this project starting May 1. Do I have your approval to move

forward?

Presentation to Action-Oriented People—
Solve a Problem

The Strategy

Have Reliant Technologies, a manufacturer of products serving

the same industry as the company, distribute the company’s

product in the Southeast.

Craft the Opening Statement

We are falling behind budget due to the disintegration of our

Southeast distribution network. The strategy I’m proposing

today will turn this situation around in six months and restore

sales to last year’s level.
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Show Careful Consideration

There were several options and the proposal today is the result

of conversations with our Regional Manager and our two key

end users in the Southeast.

Introduce the Strategy (Background
Statement Plus Statement of Strategy)

Our problem is that we’ve lost three distributors in the Southeast

and our customers aren’t getting the service they need 

and expect. Reliant Technologies is a regional company in the

Southeast that makes a complementary product to ours,targeted

at the same end user, that it distributes through its direct sales

force. Reliant is willing to handle distribution of our product

through its sales force.

Address Listeners’ Expected Concerns

I believe this is the best solution to our situation both because

it can be implemented quickly and because it will restore sales

to prior levels.

Show the Strategy as a Response

One of the reasons we want to move quickly on this strategy is

that we have had complaints from our two major end users in

the Southeast.

Demonstrate a Good Fit

One of our key customers suggested this solution and it 

has the support of our Regional Managers. We shouldn’t have
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trouble implementing the solution. Reliant also has sales 

and technical service people who have worked with our former

distributors and so we will be able to train Reliant’s staff quickly.

Explain the Future Fit

Long term, the company has a strategy of moving away from

distributors and toward dealers who provide showrooms, train-

ing, and full-service backup. Distributors don’t provide those

services, and in fact rarely promote our product to new users.

Reliant’s salespeople do call on our customers and target cus-

tomers, and we will be able to work with them to determine the

training and sales material a dealer salesperson will need to

successfully sell our product.

Grow the Company

Our first aim is to restore sales. Working with Reliant our

Regional Sales Manager will be able to get our two best cus-

tomers buying at previous levels, probably within 60 days. We

also expect to see 100 to 200 percent sales growth in year two

of this strategy. Reliant sells to three times more customers in

the Southeast region than we do. Their regional focus 

has been a big asset for them in creating a dominant market

position for its products in the Southeast. We expect that

Reliant will start adding new customers in year two and expect

to have a 10 to 20 percent growth rate in years three to five.

Add Value to Customers

Our customers in the Southeast will recognize immediately 

the advantage Reliant brings to them. They will benefit from a
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sales force with technical expertise, a strong customer service

group, and our products being available to try out in Reliant’s

showrooms.

Detail the Costs

The costs of changing over to Reliant will be $85,000. That

includes display products for the showroom, training of

Reliant’s sales force and technical service department, and

modifying our Web page and marketing materials to list

Reliant. The costs for this program can be absorbed by the East

Coast region’s sales budget.

Making Money

We expect to return to budget levels of sales in the Southeast

region for this year, up from a drop of 55 percent, or $285,000.

We expect an increase in sales over this year’s budget of

$500,000 next year, and a 10 percent increase overall. Our ROI

for this strategy is over 100 percent in years two through five.

Explain the Key Tasks

We want Reliant to start selling our products in 60 days.To exe-

cute that we need to:

1. Negotiate an agreement. Our Contract Administrator and

Regional Manager can start negotiations next week.

2. Train the sales and technical service staff. We can 

borrow sales staff from other regions and use half our

technical service staff in a 30-day blitz to bring everyone

up to speed.
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3. Adapt our Web page, which we can do over the next 

two weeks.

4. Provide stickers on our literature for use in the Southeast

region until we can reprint with Reliant’s name listed as

our Southeast Distribution outlet.

Detail the Advantages

If we can move right away we can resolve our problem before

we totally lose our customer base in the Southeast. These are

the main advantages of this program:

1. We will have our product sold by a well-respected

company in the region.

2. We will immediately resolve our problems with our two

biggest customers.

3. We will be implementing an early version of our dealer

network so we can measure its success against our

current distributor-based sales effort.

4. We stand to gain a significant increase in sales and profits

for the region.

Ask for Action

We clearly need to move ahead quickly and decisively. I’m here

today to ask your permission to move forward immediately. Are

you ready to approve the program?
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Presentation to Analytical People—Improve
Performance

The Strategy

Add a new service,computer backup that will back up files auto-

matically from people who work on the road or are traveling.

Craft the Opening Statement

We are a computer IT outsourcing service, primarily servicing

small, to mid-size companies. The strategy I’m proposing offers

those customers and prospects an important benefit that will

increase our customer base.

Show Careful Consideration

We have interviewed 10 customers to see if this program

would be of interest to them for a flat fee of $275 per month for

up to 15 users, running up to $550 per month for 75 users.

Three of the 10 stated they would probably add that service. If

we have a 30 percent signup the project has a 15-month pay-

back period.

Introduce the Strategy (Background Statement Plus
Statement of Strategy)

Our customer base for our IT services has many small compa-

nies where a significant percentage of employees work at

home or on the road. These professionals often work offline
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from their servers and there is a risk of their data being lost

unless they have a system to regularly back up both the data

on the server and on individual computers. I’m proposing we

add a new service that backs up all of a company’s computers

three times per week for a monthly service fee.

Address Listeners’ Expected Concerns

We have been looking at this strategy six months now.We have

found three firms similar to the company who have success-

fully implemented the process in other markets. All three have

indicated they are obtaining better than average margins on

their sales.

Show the Strategy as a Response

We created this strategy because customers have told us that

offsite personnel are not properly synchronizing their data 

on the server every night when they work offline. Many

employees download a file and then work offline rather than

online on the company server because their computer slows

down when they are working on a file over the Internet.

That creates problems when the files are not properly 

synchronized.

Demonstrate a Good Fit

This strategy will be easy to implement. Our IT director has eval-

uated the server requirements and staffing levels and feels we

need an investment of $25,000 in hardware and one new IT

specialist to execute the strategy.
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Explain the Future Fit

This strategy also fits the company’s long-term strategy of mov-

ing away from hourly billing and toward recurring revenue

streams.We chose this strategy to move ahead on other product

offerings because it produces additional high-margin revenue

within six months while not requiring any major reorganization.

Grow the Company

This strategy contributes to our growth in two important ways:

First, it raises revenue with our current customers—30 percent

have indicated they will subscribe to the service. Second, the

sales department also is committed to adding 10 to 15 percent

new customers solely because of the new service. The sales

department is projecting an overall sales increase of 30 percent

if we adopt this strategy.

Add Value to Customers

The value to customers is that the service prevents different

people from working on different versions of the same file.

When that happens the files won’t synchronize properly and all

the work needs to be re-done. Customers indicate this can hap-

pen several times a month, and sometimes no one realizes the

problem for several weeks. Avoiding one incidence of this a

month would save the customers a minimum of $1,000.

Detail the Costs

Accounting and the IT department have put together a budget

of $195,000 for the first 12 months. This includes equipment,

the preparation of new sales materials, the training of the sales
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force, the hiring of an additional IT specialist, and the use of two

additional staff IT specialists for three months to help set up

and debug the program.

Making Money

We are expecting additional sales of $525,000 this year, and

then $1.8 million next year. The service will have a 26 percent

margin, a 15-month payback period, and in year two, our ROI

will be over 200 percent.

Explain the Key Tasks

1. We have worked closely with the IT department head to

ensure we meet our introduction deadline of 180 days. IT

is prepared to add one or more specialists to the project if

it falls behind schedule. The IT department head will be

responsible for the project. These are the key tasks of the

program: set up server software for automatically

downloading files and then test and debug the system.

2. Purchase needed equipment.

3. Set up a training program for the sales force and prepare

a new customer orientation training presentation.

4. Prepare new sales materials.

5. Run a 60-day beta test with three customers.

Detail the Advantages

We have looked at approaches to resolve the customer’s prob-

lem of synchronizing files of people working on the road or at

home. This is the only approach the IT department head feels

will work. These are the main advantages of the strategy:
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1. Strategy has been successfully implemented by others.

Commercial software is available to expedite the

introduction.

2. The service meets a key customer need that could

become even more important as telecommuting

becomes more popular.

3. We have the necessary skills and resources to implement

the program.

4. The strategy has strong financials and exceeds the

company’s ROI requirements.

5. The program is a good start for creating recurring revenue

streams from our customer base.

Ask for Action

We believe this strategy offers a strong new service that our

customers want and that the strategy will provide the com-

pany strong sales and profit growth. We want to officially kick

off this program June 1 with the hire of a new IT specialist and

be ready for our customer introduction on December 1. I’m

requesting approval from you today to move ahead. Are you

prepared to give that approval now?

Presentation to Conservative Listeners—
Address a New Opportunity

The Strategy

Post pages on social networking sites for the company’s retail

store products that will be managed by young retail associates.

They will offer advice and answer questions about the store’s
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electronic products and post notes about the “hot” new prod-

ucts or services in the store.

Craft the Opening Statement

The strategy I’ll be presenting today is targeted at one of our

important core markets, teenagers and young adults under 

30 years old. This is a market where we need increased market

share to grow in the future.

Show Careful Consideration

This important customer group increasingly gets their product

and buying information over social networking sites like

MySpace and Facebook.We need to respond to changing activ-

ities of our customer group or we risk being left behind. The

rapid growth of the social networking sites has been well doc-

umented, and all studies reinforce that young people will con-

tinue increased use of these sites for product and buying

information.

Introduce the Strategy (Background Statement Plus
Statement of Strategy)

I’m concerned that the company may lose sales because of its

lack of involvement in the social networking arena. The strat-

egy I’m proposing is to set up social network pages on Face-

book and MySpace named after the store, Barry’s Electronic

Network, and have 10 to 12 young sales associates create,

maintain, and actively work the sites for each product category,

which would include areas such as photography, games, and

music downloads. The associates will post notes about new
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products, innovative ways to use products, tips for the best per-

formance, and a sampling of customer comments we receive.

The pages would be available across the country and team

members would take turns responding to customer inquiries.

Address Listeners’ Expected Concerns

I know this is a new direction for the company, and one that’s

new to most managers. But the young associates I’ve inter-

viewed are all familiar with social network sites, and 90 percent

of them have their own pages. The sites have an informal air to

them, and if the sites don’t work out we can close them. If we

need to close the sites the damage to us will be minimal as the

sites are informal, and our young associates will run the site

with an informal air that minimizes the risk.

Show the Strategy as a Response

People under 30, and even many people over 30, visit the social

networking sites every day and companies are starting to have

pages that have an informal, low commercial tilt. We can’t

afford to just ignore this development as people are trading a

great deal of product and store information on the sites. We

need the right type of people running the sites. In this case we

have the perfect people to run the program, our young retail

associates who are a part of our target market.

Demonstrate a Good Fit

This is an important program because the target market is key

to the company’s growth. The associates I’ve spoken with feel

they only need the standard images marketing has for their
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products already and they will be ready to go online once the

strategy is approved.We also have a young product manager in

marketing who understands the social networking sites and

will lead the program. Our associates know their product area,

understand the proper protocol to use, and are excited about

moving forward.

Explain the Future Fit

This program is also important for the future of the company.

The Internet era changes our marketing efforts on a regular

basis. We can’t wait to adapt to those changes until they are

being written up in Time magazine. Our young team running

the program will also be charged with keeping the company

up to date on new developments so our Internet marketing

programs can constantly evolve with our market.

Grow the Company

I believe we need this program to meet our per-store growth

objectives.This target market represents 40 percent of our cus-

tomer base and it accounts for 60 percent of our per-store sales

growth over the last two years. We will start this program on a

trial basis in one department, but when fully implemented we

are projecting sales to this group to grow 10 percent per year.

Add Value to Customers

I believe, and the associates I spoke with feel, that the program

has very high value to the customer group. Networking sites

are very popular and many people spend over an hour or more
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per day on the sites. We will be offering information where our

customer group likes to go. Plus customers will be able to get

informal, though technically correct, answers to their ques-

tions. This program simply ties us into an extremely popular

communication medium our customers are already using.

Detail the Costs

This is a low-cost program as we are currently using the soft-

ware of the networking sites. We will start with just one prod-

uct area, mp3 players.The cost of using the associates based on

their usual pay rate will be $7,500 per month, and we will assign

one young marketing person to lead the program. That per-

son’s payroll costs will be $6,500 per month. Other costs should

run $2,000 to $3,000 per month. We eventually plan on having

eight departments with social networking sites for a cost of

approximately $35,000 per month.

Making Money

The potential financial rewards for this project are very high.

Last year this target group purchased over $800 million in

products from us. Even a 2 percent sales growth would pro-

duce an ROI of over 100 percent per year. We aren’t positive

what our actual sales growth will be from this program. That is

why we are recommending today moving forward with the

test in one product area.

Explain the Key Tasks

We have a straightforward plan for our test program with these

tasks and assignments:
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1. The marketing leader will prepare an introduction plan

and select a team of associates to interact on the site.

2. The associates and marketing leader will determine all the

materials they will need to execute the site and how they

should be stored on the various social networking site

servers.

3. The marketing leader will interface with an assigned

person on the IT staff and the IT departments of the social

networking sites to cover any issues that might arise.

4. A team of three associates and the marketing manager

will set up guidelines for postings and responses. They will

also set a monitoring schedule to be sure news is

continuously updated.

5. The marketing team leader will coordinate schedules with

the designated associates’ retail managers to be sure they

are available.

Detail the Advantages

From my conversations with others in the company there

seems to be a consensus that we need to get our feet wet in

this market arena. No one is sure what the results will be, but

the feeling is we must learn more about how to handle these

alternative media. These are the advantages of the proposal:

1. The proposal offers huge upside sales and profit potential

with a key targeted customer group.

2. The strategy provides the company windows to new

technologies and new methods of online communicating.
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The company needs to be able to operate effectively as

the Internet changes.

3. The company is able to capitalize on the savvy Internet

skills of its young associates.

4. The program can be started as a test program to acquire

more detailed data before launching a large-scale

program.

Ask for Action

I believe we must pursue this program. We have little to lose

with a test program, but we have a lot to lose if we ignore the

new communications medium, especially one that is so impor-

tant to a key core target customer.Today, I’d like to receive your

approval to move ahead with the test program. I’d like to have

it up and ready by the time the holiday season starts in three

months. Do I have your approval to move ahead?
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Chapter 16

Sample Presentations—
Internal Strategies

Presentation to Management—Create a
Competitive Advantage

The Strategy

For a sports stadium contractor: Develop commercially avail-

able software into a modeling package that will build a stadium

project on a daily or weekly basis. The software will identify

within two days when each step of work will occur. The benefit

is that the contractor will be able to cost-effectively keep proj-

ects on time.

Craft the Opening Statement

The strategy I’m proposing today will allow us to be able to

have the best on-time, on-budget record in the sports construc-

tion industry.
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Show Careful Consideration

The strategy has an extremely visual component that will

demonstrate how we can outperform the competition. That

demonstration will enhance our image as the most progressive

company in the industry. The strategy will also make the com-

pany’s workforce more productive as they will spend their time

actually building the project rather than chasing down materi-

als and crew. We’ve been evaluating this strategy for two

months and believe it represents a tremendous opportunity to

the company.

Introduce the Strategy (Background Statement 
Plus Statement of Strategy)

We have six competitors in the sports stadium construction mar-

ket, and the goal of every company is to have the best on-time,

under-budget performance, a goal now missed by the industry

on over 60 percent of ongoing projects. We have already imple-

mented a software program with modeling capability to help us

bid and build projects. I’m proposing that we take the modeling

concept one step further and add the capability of building a

project on the computer, step by step.That will allow us to know

exactly what work will be done on a specific project every day.

We will be able to better plan work staff and material purchases

to keep costs down and projects on schedule.

Address Listeners’ Expected Concerns

The cost savings of this project will be large. The commercial

version of the software has been used on office buildings and

it has cut 10 percent off the project time, has reduced breakage
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and scrap by 25 percent of material sitting in storage, and it has

allowed companies to reduce their project management team

by 15 percent. Best of all the companies are getting bonuses for

finishing early and avoiding late penalties.

Show the Strategy as a Response

We are proposing this strategy because on every presentation,

bid, and follow-up meeting the key question is always: can you

finish on time. That’s only natural as every project has a dead-

line. This project will allow us to meet the deadline up front

with a better schedule based on a modeling program.This is far

cheaper than the current method of pouring every available

resource into the project hoping it comes in on time.

Demonstrate a Good Fit

We can execute this strategy now because our programming

crew is available for a new project. The crew has finished and

debugged the modeling software we have used for bidding

projects over the last two years and has time for this new proj-

ect. Two of the programmers have used the software package

for other large projects in the past and they are confident that

the software can be converted for our application. Outside of

programming time, only about $45,000 of additional computer

hardware and software is needed.

Explain the Future Fit

This project could play a major role in the company’s long-term

goal of increasing its market share from 14 to 20 percent. Cost

and delivery are the two all-important variables for construction
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companies when they bid on a sports stadium project. This 

software will give us a major edge on our competitors in both

categories.

Grow the Company

Our company is targeted to grow 15 percent per year over the

next five years. This is an aggressive goal. We can only do that

by providing better pricing and better delivery of our projects.

This strategy helps the company deliver on both. We will cut

our costs by having materials delivered when they will be

needed, and by not having materials lying around that won’t be

required for several weeks.We will meet our delivery schedules

by always being prepared for the next phase of the job.

Add Value to Customers

On-time, on-budget project completion is of course the num-

ber one customer concern. But this software gives an added

value to customers. The software allows us to reprogram the

construction model when customers request changes. We will

be able to give more accurate timelines based on changes, and

we will be able to make more changes without disrupting the

promised delivery date.

Detail the Costs

The total cost of the project over the next two years will be

$350,000.This includes $45,000 for computer software. We also

are including the cost of our IT programmers.We won’t have to

hire new programmers for the software project, but we are

counting their costs in the project as they may be laid off if we
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don’t move ahead. We also expect to save anywhere from two

to four people on the project management team with this soft-

ware, but those savings are not included in the costs.

Making Money

The number one reason we are recommending moving for-

ward on this project is that it will increase sales. But even with-

out an increase, it will pay for itself three times over on just the

first big project. We expect a minimum savings on a $250 mil-

lion project of $1.2 million.

Explain the Key Tasks

Our IT programming leader will lead the project and is confi-

dent we can have it up and running in 15 months. These 

are the major tasks from the IT programming team’s action

item list:

1. Procure software license and develop the strategy’s

computer hardware requirements.

2. Create a detailed work plan for programmers to be ready

for beta tests in 240 days.

3. Run a beta test on a past project, compare the results with

actual project completion, and debug the program as

needed.

4. Run the program on a smaller project after 12 months,

debugging the program as needed.

5. In 15 months be prepared to run the next big project with

the software modeling the actual construction process on

a day-by-day basis.
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Detail the Advantages

This strategy gives us a decided market advantage in major

sports stadium construction that will lead to our winning 

a minimum of 10 percent more of the upcoming bids. These 

are the advantages that I believe are key to producing those

sales results:

1. The software can be demonstrated during the bidding

process, giving prospects confidence we will meet our

cost and delivery dates.

2. The company will save time and costs completing the

project, as much as 10 percent of our nonmaterial costs

on any project.

3. We can quickly show the time and expense required on

any customer-mandated changes.

4. We will know early when we are behind schedule and be

able to take steps to get back on track.

5. We will minimize the chances of paying project late fees.

Ask for Action

This strategy provides a vehicle for the company to meet 

its market share, sales, and profit goals over the next three

years and provides tremendous value to our customers.Today

I’m requesting your approval to move forward with the proj-

ect, procuring the software and starting the programming

action plan and preliminary programming work. In 60 days

we will offer an update report, verifying that our original 
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projections are correct and then ask for approval to complete

the project. Do we have your approval to move ahead with

phase one? The cost for the first 60 days will be $30,000,

which includes $5,000 for software and $25,000 of program-

ming time.

Presentation to Action-Oriented People—
Address a New Opportunity

The Strategy

Start using the TWI Productivity and Quality Efficiency Training

Program for the company’s line supervisors. The aim is to

decrease substantially part-to-part variation in the company’s

products.

Craft the Opening Statement

I’m proposing today that we adopt a strategy that will quickly

build momentum and morale of our shop floor line supervisors

while at the same time improve our quality.

Show Careful Consideration

The training I’m proposing has been on the market for several

years and has been adopted with great success by a number of

companies around the country. The company offering the

training has just opened up a local regional office.That office is

staffed by people with extensive experience at the training

company’s East Coast offices.
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Introduce the Strategy (Background Statement Plus
Statement of Strategy)

I recommend the TWI Productivity and Quality Efficiency 

Training Program for the company because up until now we

have not been able to pick up large orders from vehicle manu-

facturers. The main reason for our lack of success is that we

have not shown that we can deliver products with a high level

of consistent quality and because the vehicle manufacturers

complain that we have too much part-to-part variation in 

our products. We can reserve every other Thursday for training

for supervisors on production efficiency, and every Friday to

teach employees how to effectively operate their equipment

with the goal of reducing variation and fluctuations in our

product quality.

Address Listeners’ Expected Concerns

Plant management as well as the line supervisors support

bringing in outside training as they have been frustrated in

their efforts to bring the level of quality up to the vehicle man-

ufacturers’ standards. They understand that their lack of

progress is a major impediment to the company’s growth.

Show the Strategy as a Response

One of the reasons we want to move ahead quickly is that we

are concerned our prospective vehicle customers will see us

standing still. Bringing in a strong training team with an estab-

lished reputation will allow marketing and sales to keep 

selling the fact the company is rapidly moving forward on 

this issue.
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Demonstrate a Good Fit

Plant management and TWI will be ready to start the program 

30 days after the strategy receives approval.TWI has worked with

companies with similar technology in the past and plant man-

agement is confident that TWI is an excellent fit for our company.

Explain the Future Fit

This strategy plays a key role in our future. The company’s

growth plans include moving beyond our small- to mid-size

customers to capture some of the major vehicle manufacturing

accounts. In order to do that, we need a high quality level with

at least six sigma quality and preferably twelve sigma. This

training plays an important role in meeting that goal.

Grow the Company

Landing a large account will increase our business 50 percent

and provide the justification we need to expand our plant 

75 percent, and modernize our equipment to increase produc-

tivity. If we aren’t able to expand, we won’t meet the company’s

goals for 60 percent sales growth with a 20 percent decrease in

costs over the next three years. If we wait too long to upgrade,

other companies will step in this window of opportunity to

land large vehicle accounts and then those companies will be

difficult to dislodge.

Add Value to Customers

Our current customers will also be happy to see these improve-

ments. It will cut their incoming quality inspection time. They will
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also have an easier time keeping or acquiring their quality certi-

fications if our products ship with a guarantee that states our

products meet or exceed either six or twelve sigma standards.

Detail the Costs

The TWI training cost of this 12-month program will be

$600,000. This cost includes initial training, and then follow-up

with participants on their work plans and goals for each sta-

tion, and finally follow-up in the final three months.We will also

have a cost of $175,000 throughout the program for quality

testing to monitor by station our product deviations.

Making Money

This program will have a return if we land one of the large vehi-

cle accounts.The smallest of the four potential accounts would

have sales of $4 million per year, with a 15 percent profit 

or $600,000. If we land that account our payback would be in

15 months and we would have an annual ROI of 77.4 percent.

The largest account has sales of $11.5 million and if we landed

that account our payoff period would be less than six months

and our ROI per year would be 220 percent. The financials are

strong and we and TWI are both ready to move forward 30 days

after the project is approved.

Explain the Key Tasks

The plant is ready to move on the project and execute this

timeline:

1. Sign the agreement with TWI.
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2. Conduct a three-month program of initial training of the

line supervisors in the plant.

3. Prepare a station evaluation outlining key performance

items, work plan, and in-process test reports. Additional

test reports will be provided upon completion as well. This

phase will take three months and TWI will provide

assistance on these projects once a week.

4. Evaluate the per-station test results, modify work plan and

tests as needed to ensure the process is working correctly

at each station. This phase will also take three months.

5. Evaluate final product consistency, determine sigma level,

determine what areas if any are creating deficiencies in

product consistency, put in required controls, and make

adjustments as needed. This final phase is three months

and at the conclusion we should be operating at or

beyond our six sigma quality target.

Detail the Advantages

We don’t anticipate any problems putting this strategy into

action. TWI has done a thorough review of our operations and

our production methods are close to three other companies

the local team has worked on in the past.The advantages of the

program are significant:

1. We will substantially increase our odds of landing the big

vehicle account we need to achieve our growth goals.

2. We will have a strong quality program that will allow us to

start the process of obtaining our own quality certifications.

3. The strategy should cut our scrap rate and improve our

productivity at each station.
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4. The training of the line supervisors in how to approach

and solve problems will be beneficial as the company

continues to work on improving its productivity and

quality.

Ask for Action

One reason I am strongly recommending this strategy is

because the entire training process has been motivational for

both plant management and line supervisors in other compa-

nies. For us, this increased motivation should carry forth to all

aspects of the plant, which will provide a boost in the com-

pany’s performance. Today I would like to receive approval to

set up a demonstration of the TWI process that can be given in

the next two weeks to management. I believe management

will want to move forward after seeing the results TWI has been

able to achieve in the past. I’d like to set the date in two weeks

on the 23rd. Do you want me to move ahead to set up this pres-

entation?

Presentation to Analytical People—
Solve a Problem

The Strategy

The company involved runs events from large banquets to con-

ventions and primarily uses independent contractors who

work on average 15 to 30 hours per month for the company.

They also work other part-time jobs and the company has trou-

ble scheduling people efficiently, periodically scheduling peo-

ple to be in two places at once or not scheduling enough
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people for an event.The strategy is to replace its current sched-

uling system with an improved scheduling software system.

Craft the Opening Statement

I’m proposing a strategy that is designed to finely tune the

number of workers at each of our events so we can both 

cut internal costs and improve our service levels. The benefits

of the program are strong and they significantly outweigh 

the costs.

Show Careful Consideration

This strategy I’m proposing has been used by several compa-

nies similar to ours in other parts of the country. They have

been able to cut office staff and reduce their number of events

with either too few or too many workers by 60 percent. The

strategy has a modest cost up front in software and training

but offers in return strong benefits to the company.

Introduce the Strategy (Background Statement 
Plus Statement of Strategy)

We currently have between 30 to 200 on-call workers at big

events at the convention center. When multiple events are run-

ning, scheduling those workers is a problem, as we don’t have a

good method of tracking people and knowing where or when

they are committed to work for us, or when they are available to

work.As a result,we may over-schedule people for an event,hop-

ing to get the right number, but often we end up with too many

or too few workers at an event. At the last Industry Convention a
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new software staffing program was developed that coordinated

available people with the events being run. The program sent 

e-mails to contractors with their weekly assignments that they

can either accept or reject and automatically replaces contrac-

tors who are not available with an alternate. I recommend we

purchase this software to improve the use of our on-call staff at

our customer training events.

Address Listeners’ Expected Concerns

We have experienced the problem of the right staffing levels

repeatedly over the last three years and have added office staff

to call people, check on availability, and finalize schedules. But

frequently they can’t get in touch with people. As a result we

have higher office costs without solving the problem. We’ve

reviewed many solutions and are confident this software pack-

age is by far our best option.

Show the Strategy as a Response

Clearly we have a problem in scheduling, which is a major rea-

son the company is only bidding on 18 percent of the quote

requests it receives. Another reason we need to move ahead,

even if we choose not to grow, is the high costs associated with

our current attempts at solving the problem. We have three

extra people in the office, and we estimate we average 5 per-

cent extra people on major events in order to be sure we have

sufficient coverage.

Demonstrate a Good Fit

We currently outsource our IT work, and the high hourly cost is

one reason we have chosen the solutions we’ve used before.
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Now we have been able to negotiate with our IT provider for

better terms and the provider has agreed to give us a fixed

cost for setting up the software and a standard monthly fee for

operating the system on an ongoing basis. The firm has

reviewed the software and talked both to the provider and

current users and is confident it can install and debug the soft-

ware in 60 days.

Explain the Future Fit

To date, our scheduling problems have prevented the company

from tackling large-scale events with many smaller events

occurring at the same time. The company has also limited the

number of events it will run at any given time. This software

package will remove those constraints.

Grow the Company

The company would like to bid on many more projects, as well

as bid on the large events that occur in this market two to three

times per year. That is the only way the company can increase

its growth rate from 3 percent per year to management’s goal

of 15 percent year. Other companies that have used this system

have grown over 20 percent per year, and they have started to

bid on every event where they project a profit margin of over

30 percent.

Add Value to Customers

This strategy also provides a significant value to customers and

event planners. They want every project to go smoothly with-

out any conflicts or problems at a reasonable price. We should
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be able to reduce or hold prices once we adopt this strategy.

We will also be sure not to be short-staffed at any event. This is

a serious concern as our customer surveys showed 22 percent

of the respondents were concerned that we did not have

enough staff present for their event.

Detail the Costs

The software package will be $17,500, the installation costs

from our IT provider will be $22,500, and their ongoing

monthly charges for maintenance, debugging, and support will

be $5,000. We will recover the costs with internal savings and

none of these costs will be passed on to the customer.

Making Money

The program will pay for itself in the first year even if we don’t

increase business because we will be able to reduce our sched-

uling staff. Our accountant’s evaluation shows we have a nine-

month payback period and an ongoing ROI of 125 percent

without a sales increase. If we increase sales 20 percent as

expected in the second year, our ROI will be over 300 percent.

This is by far the best solution to the problem and also a much

higher return than the company has ever gotten before imple-

menting new technology.

Explain the Key Tasks

The implementation of this project will be undertaken by our

IT provider and the Project Manager who handles the schedul-

ing of contractors. The IT provider has worked out these key
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tasks based on implementing the plan in July and August

when our activity levels are low:

1. Purchase software and attend a one-week training course

at the software provider’s location.

2. Use three IT provider staffers for one month to complete

installation and training of company staff.

3. Use one IT staffer to run three test cycles and debug the

program as needed.

4. Use the software for the first time at the end of 

August for the Thrivant Financial Midwest Region

conference.

Detail the Advantages

This software package has been evaluated by our IT provider

as well as several other companies. It is a clear winner in its

benefits-to-costs ratio against both nonsoftware solutions

and other software solutions. It provides the following strong

advantages for the company:

1. Offers the company a window to growth it hasn’t been

able to pursue in the past.

2. Cuts office staff which can’t be flexed up and down as

needed.

3. Minimizes the cost of having too many contractors

present to work at an event.

4. Minimizes complaints from customers that the company

didn’t have enough workers present.
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Ask for Action

I believe strongly that this solution is the best option for the

company—it doesn’t just solve the problem; it allows the com-

pany to grow in the future.The costs are reasonable, the returns

are high, and customers will be better served. To implement

this program in the slow summer months I need your approval

to move ahead starting June 1.To start on that date I’d like your

approval to move forward. Do you feel comfortable approving

the strategy today?

Presentation to Conservative Listeners—
Improve Performance

The Strategy

The company is a new Internet company that has been funded

by sophisticated investors. The strategy explored is preparing

standard work statements for each position in the company to

clarify which person has responsibility and accountability for

each task.

Craft the Opening Statement

I’m proposing a strategy today that I believe will help our com-

pany grow with orderly, efficient growth. I feel without effi-

ciency, our desired growth rate is not obtainable.

Show Careful Consideration

I’ve tracked other high-growth Internet companies over the

last three years, and found that only 30 percent could sustain

their initial high growth, and a significant percentage of them
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imploded. The successful ones moved beyond “the kids in the

dorm room” management style to a more efficient method of

getting the work done.

Introduce the Strategy (Background Statement Plus
Statement of Strategy)

As we have expanded rapidly we have been hiring people to

fill in the gaps and get the work out but we have evolved to a

helter-skelter approach where everyone attacks the most

pressing issue. I’m proposing we implement a new strategy

where we adopt the Lean Management approach of having a

standard work statement for each employee. This will help us

ensure that every task is addressed in a timely manner, and

that there is a person responsible and accountable for each

task in the company.

Address Listeners’ Expected Concerns

I realize it is not easy to propose a change when the company

is flying high. But I feel strongly that now is the time to change,

before we increase our staffing again and the situation

becomes out of control. We need to heed the lessons of other

Internet companies.

Show the Strategy as a Response

I’m proposing this strategy as a response to two recent prob-

lems where we failed to deliver for a customer because every-

one was attending to what was considered to be a pressing

problem. I know people feel that they just have to be more care-

ful in the future,and we can do that with 10 to 12 employees.But
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now we have expanded to 20, and soon we will have 50 employ-

ees and we can’t count on people just being more observant to

catch every task that is slipping through the cracks.

Demonstrate a Good Fit

Two of our current employees come from successful companies

that had added structure, responsibilities, and accountability to

their organization. Right now they are in a loose way trying to

organize the company, but they do face some resistance.We can

incorporate their organizational experience and have them lead

our team that will introduce work statements. The initial phase

of this process will take less than 30 days at our current staffing

level. As we add more employees the organization may be too

unwieldy to easily introduce this strategy.

Explain the Future Fit

I understand of course that this strategy will disrupt the organ-

ization on a short-term basis and many employees like the cur-

rent free-flowing situation where everyone operates as equals.

But that is not the right approach for the future. I believe we

can all see that clearly our organization won’t work with 50 to

100 employees the same way it can work with 12. We need 

to change now, even though it may be uncomfortable, if we are

to grow in the future.

Grow the Company

Growth is the key word to this strategy because the company

has taken on large investors who want the company ready to

offer public stock in 24 months. That calls for an aggressive
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growth plan over the next two years. That growth will require

new organizational skills. Lean Management is a well-accepted

strategy, adopted by many companies as the preferred

approach. There are many consultants we can utilize to 

help our team members put this strategy in place initially,

and to help with its continued implementation as the 

company grows.

Add Value to Customers

I believe these changes are essential to meet our customers’

needs. We are not just selling a ready-to-go solution for every

customer.We are selling a solution that needs to be customized

for each customer. Customers want projects delivered on time

and on budget, and they want to feel they have complete

access to our company.That includes every customer, small and

large.We can provide and will provide that service if we change

over now to a work statement approach.

Detail the Costs

Right now we can implement this strategy with a team of our

two employees with experience in companies with organiza-

tions similar to what we are proposing, and by hiring a Lean

Management consulting firm to assist us. The initial costs,

including our employees working one-third of the time on the

project, will be $15,000 per month. We expect costs of $15,000

for the first 12 months until department managers have

enough Lean Management experience to maintain the work

statements in their departments. Our costs will be much higher

if we wait until our organization grows to the point where it

can’t operate effectively before trying to reorganize.
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Making Money

Besides offering the only way to grow effectively, the Lean

Management system promised tremendous financial returns.

Lean Management has documented savings as much as 

20 percent in employee costs for similar productivity, has

helped companies grow profitability while constantly increas-

ing per-employee productivity, and has cut the annual costs 

of correcting mistakes by 25 percent.

Explain the Key Tasks

We have identified two employees with a suitable back-

ground to lead the internal implementation team. The Lean

Management system has been utilized successfully in enough

applications that we can be confident it will succeed, and 

I don’t foresee anyone proposing alternatives or offering

strong resistance to the plans. These are the key tasks we 

will undertake if the strategy is approved and a consultant 

is hired:

1. Produce a complete list of key tasks that must be

performed for the company to succeed.

2. Assign preliminary people to the tasks based in part on

the work tasks they routinely take on as a leader and

assign staff to each leader.

3. Review assignments with management for approval, make

adjustments as needed.

4. Review proposed assignments given to staff leaders,

adjustments made as needed.

5. Conduct separate training for leaders and staff.
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6. Leaders and staff will work with the lead team and

consultant to develop work statements, responsibilities,

and accountability for each employee.

Detail the Advantages

We believe this strategy will have strong support within the

company. The strategy has been proven in many areas of busi-

ness. Already people perceive our organizational structure is

reaching the end of its usefulness as we grow, and the program

has strong financial benefits. These are the other advantages:

1. We have 2 out of 20 employees who have experience with

the proposed changes and who will take a lead role in a

fast implementation program.

2. Investors will be pleased we are making a major change in

the operations of the organization to position the

company for rapid future growth.

3. Our company is at a size where we can implement these

changes without any disruption to our normal operations.

4. We will be adopting a strategy where there is a wealth of

experience at other companies, and a wide variety of

experts to guide the company through a successful

implementation.

Ask for Action

I believe the company can’t continue to grow and prosper

unless we change our organization so it can continue to be effi-

cient as we grow rapidly. I also believe that it will be a mistake

waiting until the organization becomes dysfunctional to
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change.That will damage our image in the market and with our

investors. Waiting will also make implementing the strategy

more difficult and expensive. I am requesting today that 

you approve the strategy of implementing work statements 

for each employee with a start date for implementation of

October 1. Are you ready to authorize the company to move

forward on this plan?
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